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AN INVESTIGATION OF THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE AMOUNT
OF PAROCHIAL SCHOOL EXPERIENCE AND
SELF-ACTUALIZATION

Gail Wolfe
LOYOLA UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO
The relationship between degrees of self-actualization
as measured by Shostrom•s Personal Orientation Inventory and the
amount of parochial school experience in male Roman Catholic
college students was investiqated.

Previous work suqgeated that

there was a neqative relationship between these two variables.
Subjects were categorized into four groups based on the amount
of parochial school education and the nature of the subject's
choice of higher educational institution.

It was predicted

that subjects in the group with the least amount of formal religious training as measured by amount of parochial school experience would be the group with the highest mean scale scores
on the Personal Orientation Inventory.

It was expected that the

groups would be ordered from highest to lowest from least to
most formal religious training.

An analysis by the Friedman 2

way analysis of variance test found that the self-actualization
measure did significantly differentiate between the four groups
(p

<

.001) but there was an exact reversal of the predicted

order.

Those students with the most formal religious training

had the highest mean scores on the POI scales.

There were sig-

nificant differences between the two extreme groups on five of
the twelve scales.

Those differences were on the scales of

spontaniety and Acceptance of Aggression (p

<

.01) and

Inner~

Directed, Feeling Reactivity, and the Nature of Man scales
(p

<

.05).

All these differences favored the group with the most

formal religious training.
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CHAP'l'ER I
STATEMENT OP THE PROBLEM
Maslow hypothesized that an institutional and conventional reliqioua affiliation ia not compatable with self-actualization.

Gibb's 1968 findinqs and the brief report in the POI

manual (Shostrom,1966) suqqest that there is empirical support
for such a hypothesis when one compares POI scores of colleqe
students on formal reliqioua traininq, current church attendance
and adherence to reliqious values.

Althouqh Webster and Stewart

(1969) found Baptist ministers in New Zealand scored aiqnificantly hiqher on several POI scales than did other young adults
such a discrepancy might be due to cultural differences between
the United States and New Zealand.
In order to examine the discrepancy between the empirical
studies and to test Maslow's hypothesis under better controlled
conditions a comparison was made in this study between samples
of Roman Catholic males who had experienced different degrees of
religious traininq.

The deqree to which a subject had experi-

enced formal religious training was defined by parochial hiqh
school experiences versus a public high school experience and
further by the subject's choice to attend either a seminary, a
Catholic university or a secular university.
1

The assumption

2

was made that subjects who had attended parochial high schools
and who chose either a seminary or a Catholic university over a
secular university were more committed to a traditional religious
viewpoint than those who chose a secular school.

A further as-

sumption was that a parochial high school experience exposed the
subject to a greater amount of formal training in conventional
religion than did a public high school education.

Four groups

of subjects were defined baaed on these levels of formal religious training.

The four groups were defined as:

Group Four-Roman Catholic male students who attended
public high school and who are now enrolled in a secular university.
Group Three-Roman Catholic male students who attended
parochial high school and who are now enrolled in a secular university.
Group Two-Roman Catholic male students who attended parochial high school and who are now enrolled in a catholic university.
Group One-Roman Catholic male students who attended
parochial high school or a minor seminary and who are now enrolled in a Roman Catholic seminary.
According to Maslow's theorizing and Gibb's findings on
the variables of religious affiliation, one would expect those
students with the most exposure to parochial or minor seminary
school training (i.e., those who attended parochial schools or
minor seminaries and who have chosen to continue such training

3

at the college or seminary level) to rank lower on the POI
8 cales

than those who have had the least parochial school and

catholic university or seminary experience.

In effect, the

former group of students have received formalized traininq in
the more institutional and traditional aspects of religion which
Maslow hypothesizes are not compatible with self-actualization.
Gibb's findings suggest that the POI supports these theoretical
expectations.

To the extent that current church attendance is

reflective of the individual's acceptance of the more traditional and orthodox view of religion one might also expect that
those students who report regular church attendance would rank
lower on the POI scales than those who are not actively participating in their formal religious affiliation.
The following formal hypotheses were formulated:
1.

For each of the 12 scales of the POI there would

be significant differences among the mean scores of the four
groups distinguished on the basis of the amount of parochial or
minor seminary secondary school education.

The four groups would

be ordered from highest to lowest in the following sequence:
a.

Roman Catholic male students who attended a public
high school and who are now enrolled in a secular
university will rank hiqheat.

b.

(Group Pour)

Roman Catholic male students who attended a parochial
hiqh school and who are now enrolled in a secular
university will rank second.

c.

(Group Three)

Roman Catholic male students who attended a parochial
high school and who are now enrolled in a Catholic

4

university will rank third.
d.

(Group

Two)

Roman Catholic male students who attended a parochial
high school or a minor seminary and who are now enrolled in a Catholic seminary will rank last.

(Group

One).
2.

It was further predicted that the mean scores of

Group Four would be significantly higher than the mean scores of
Group One on the scales of Time Competence, Spontaneity, Acceptance of Aggression, and Existentiality.
3.

For each of the 12 aubscales of the POI there would

be significant differences among the mean scores of the two
groups distinguished on the basis of current church attendance.
The two groups would be ranked high and low in the following
order.
a.

The group which is self-identified as infrequent
(leas than once a week) in church attendance would
rank highest.

b.

(Group X)

The group which is self-identified as frequent (once
a week or more) in church attendance would rank
lowest.

4.

(Group Y)

It was further predicted that the mean scores of

Group X would be significantly higher than the mean scores of
Group Y on the scales of Time Competence, Inner-Directed, Spontaneity, Acceptance of Aggression and Existentiality.

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
The self-actualizing person has been defined as the individual who is fully functioning intellectually, emotionally
and interpersonally.

Such an individual is one who lives a life

in which he productively actualizes his capabilities (Maslow,
1954, 1970).

Psychologists have studied patholOc;JY rather than

healthy functioning and have tended to infer health from an absence of pathology or life problems.

The notion that self-

actualization differs from mere absence of pathology had been
advanced by Maslow as well as others (e.q., Rogers, 1951, 1961;
Shostrom, 1964).

It has been suggested as an ideal end product

of psychotherapy.
Maslow's original work was primarily an impressionistic
study of a small sample of contemporary and historical persona
whom he judged to be self-actualized.

Such sampling, while

helpful with the task of generating hypotheses, is of little
value in empirically defining the self-actualized person since
the investigator tends to select those who fit his theory.
Landsman (1967), in an attempt to be more empirical about selfactualization, asked nearly 700 subjects ranqinq in aqe from
9 to 90 to list three positive personal experiences which they
5
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had experienced.

Be found human relationship experiences to be

the most frequently reported for all age groups with earnedsuccess experiences second for all but the youngest group.

He

suggests that such positive experiences are the major medium
for the development of the self-actualized person.

While Lands-

man's extensive sampling of intact groups represents an improvement upon Maslow's sampling, he does not, unfortunately, provide
any data to suggest that such positive human experiences correlate with any behavioral indices of self-actualized functioning.

Maslow (1954, 1970) suqgesta a number of characteristics
of the self-actualized person such as more efficient perception
of reality, greater acceptance of the self and others and notes
that the self-actualized person is one who has worked out his

philosophical and religious views in ways which allow him to be
true to himself.

He sees the self-actualized person as one who

is strongly ethical with well-defined moral standards but be
notes that such standards are often different from the conventional religious notions of good and evil.

He suqgests that to

define religion in terms of social behavior is to include the
aelf-actualizer but the self-actualizer is excluded if institutional orthodoxy and the supernatural element of religion are
stressed.

In other words# the more conventionally religion is

defined the less likely it is to be a part of the self-actualizer •s life.

Thus, according to such reasoning religious or-

thodoxy or adherence to institutionalized religion should be

7

negatively correlated with measures of self-actualization.
In 1964, the Personal Orientation Inventory (POI) was
developed by Shostrom as a paper and pencil inventory to teat
the self-actualization theory of Maslow and Rogers.

The test

consists of 150 items each of which asks the subject to choose
between two comparative value judqments; the items seek to discriminate the values and behaviors which are of importance in
the current functioning of the self-actualized individual.

Gen-

erally, the higher the scores for each of the 12 independent
scales the more the individual is seen aa self-actualized.
Shostrom has included upper limit cut-off points of these scales
beyond which the individual is seen as trying to appear more
self-actualized and psychologically healthy than he really is.
The self-actualizing individual is characterized by Shostrom

as:

being free from respondinq to social pressures; livinq in

the present, with the past and future in meanill<Jful continuity;

havinq an autonomous orientation in which he is sensitive to
others but not dependent on them; and is synergistic in the sense
that he appreciates individuality in himself and others.
Operationally measured values and attitudes on the two
major scales and ten subscalea of the POI are:

Time Competence

or the degree to which one is oriented towards the present;
Inner-Directed

or the extent to which one ia basically oriented

towards the self; Self-Actualizinq Value or the extent to which
one sees self-actualization as a primary value; Existentiality
or the ability to react situationally without riqid adherence to

8

principle; Peeling Reactivity or the extent to which one is
responsive to his own needs and feelinqs; Spontaneity or the
freedom to be one's self; Self-Reqard or the value of the self
in terms of stre119'ths; Self-Acceptance or the value of the self
in spite of weaknesses and ahortcominqs; Nature of Man or the
extent to which one sees man in constructive terms; Synergy or
the ability to integrate and transcend the dichotanies in life;
Acceptance of Aqgreaaion or the extent to which one's natural
aggressiveness is accepted; and finally, Capacity for Intimate
contact or the ability to develop intimate relationships with
others free from the constraints of expectations and obligations.

Each scale is independent and there is no sinqle repre-

sentative score.
The items in the scale:;were developed from clinical experience regarding value judgments of both clinically troubled
and clinically healthy people as well as from the writings of
various humanistic and existential personality theorists.

A

particular strength of the scale is that each item is worded so
that both poles of the dichotomy are made explicit rather than
the True-False approach in which it is assumed that the subject
knows the opposite of the question.
Only three studies have reported data bearinq specifically
on the reliability of the POI.

Shostrom (1964) reports a test-

retest reliability of .91 and .93 for the two major ratio scales
of the POI, a finding which has not been replicated.

These re-

liability coefficients are reported without stating the time

9

interval between the two administrations nor is the sampled
population described.

These two omissions severely limit the

meanin<J of Shostrom•s reliability coefficients.

Other researchers

(Klavetter & Mogar, 1967; Ilardi & May, 1968) report test-retest
reliability coefficients after one week and one year, respectively, of .52 to .82 and for first year nursing students, .32
and .74 for the various scales.

A lapse of a week only between

test and retest suqqeats that Klavetter and Moqar may have been
testing subject memory rather than the reliability of the POI
scale while the one year interval used by Ilardi and May presents
aome equally difficult problems.

They report a subject attri-

tion rate of nearly 30 per cent and are looking for test score
stability on a measure which is supposedly sensitive to the
kinda of personal growth and change which is likely to occur
during a first year nursing experience.

In general, however,

these studies are suqgeative of reliability levels that are acceptable especially in a measure which, by definition, one expects to be sensitive to change as a result of personal growth

over time.
The initial validity study by Shostran (1964) showed
POI scores on the two major scales and eight of the ten subaca les significantly (p

<

.Ol) differentiated a group of clin-

ically nominated self-actualized persons from a similarly nominated group of non-self-actualizers.

The Feelinq Reactivity

and Nature of Man scales were the least powerful discriminators,
achievinq significance at the

.os

and the .10 levels reapec-

10

tively.

Shostrom did not report any statistical analysis of the

differences between the clinically nominated populations and
the "normalsM used nor did he report the source or definition of
this normal population.
Knapp (1971) reviewed over SO published studies and some
65 unpublished papers, theses, and dissertations on the measure-

ment and implications of self-actualization using the POI.

Al-

though all suffer from the inadequacy of non-random sampling
and several are limited to college student populations the five

published studies reviewed bearing directly on the validity of
the POI suggest that the POI does indeed discriminate between

levels of growth towards self-actualization.

Ilardi and May

(1968) found that eight POI scale score changes were in the
direction of significant growth (p

< .OS)

towards self-actuali-

zation among a group of student nurses over a three year period.
Knapp (1965) examined the relationship of the POI scores of
college students to their scores on the Eysenck Personality Inventory.

'l'he neurotic-stability dimension waa neqatively cor-

related with all POI scales with the correlation of the highest
magnitude being -.57 against the POI scale of Time Competence.
Such a neqative correlation is supportive of the notion that
the POI is able to discriminate healthy functioning.

Similarly,

Fox, Knapp and Michael (1968) found a sample of 100 hospitalized
patients to score significantly lower on all POI scales than the
self-actualized and normal adult samples reported by Shostrom in
his initial validation study.

As previously discussed. this

11
normal population of Shostrom•s was essentially undefined.
McClain (1970) correlated POI scales with ratings of
self-actualization for a sample of normal adults.

Counselinq

staff educators and supervisors rated 30 summer institute
counselors according to Maslow's criteria for self-actualization; ratings and POI scores were significantly (p
p

<

<

.01 to

.05) correlated for all scales except Self-Regard, Nature

of Man, and Synergy.

The highest correlation of .69 was with

the Inner-Directed scale which is based on 127 of the 150 items.
Graff, Bradshaw, Danish, Austin, and Alterkruse (1970) assessed
the value of the POI in predicting dormitory counselor effectiveness as evaluated by the assisted students.

Inner-Directed,

self-Actualizinq Value and Acceptance of Aggression were the
primary predictor variables associated with effectiveness of
the dormitory assistants.

In both of these studies there appears

to be some likelihood that the final ratings were made by persons who knew the criteria being used in the study.

Additionally,

when such raters are also the teachers there is the possibility
that the subjects were in some way shaped and reinforced for the
kinds of self-actualized attitudes which might reflect in higher
POI scale scores.

There is evidence, however, to suggest that

the POI is able to discriminate between clinically nominated
self-actualizing persons, those nominated as normal or defined
by an absence of treatment for pathology, and a hospitalized

population.

There is also evidence that the POI scores are

related to behavioral and rating criteria and thus have some
Predictive power.
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only three studies are reported which bear directly on
religious preference or reliqious populations and POI scores.
KDllPP (1971) reports a study by Webster and Stewart in 1969
in which the POI was administered to a sample of 77 ministers
in the Baptist Union of New Zealand,

The ministers, when com-

pared to other younq adults in New Zealand, scored siqnificantly
higher on Time Competence, Self-Acceptance, Spontaniety, and
capacity for Intimate Contact, and significantly lower on
Kennedy and Heckler (1971), in a study on the Rom.an

Synergy.

catholic priesthood, found the POI significantly differenti.ated
8 cme

200 priests who had been independently claasif ied as de-

veloped, developing, underdeveloped, and maldeveloped on the
basis of a two hour clinical interview by trained clinical
psychologists.

The classification of development of the priests

in four cateqories was further validated by clinical psychol09ists who rated the priests on the basis of clinical interview
reports.

Siqnificant differences amonq the qroups ware found

on the Time Competence, Inner-Directed, Existentiality, Spontaneity and Synergy dimensions favorinq the developed and developinq qroups.

This is the only study reviewed in which the

subjects were randomly sampled from a nation-wide population of
interest.
Gibb (1968) presents the only study dealinq with reliqion
as a demographic variable in POI scores.

He canpared the back-

grounds of 250 Midwestern college students in terms of formal
reliqious affiliation, type of reliqious training and the degree

13
to \fhich formal religion is currently practiced.

These vari-

a))les were compared in terms of self-actualization as measured
bY pOI scores.

procedure.

Gibb did an inadequate job of reporting his

Be did not state the source of his subjects nor the

method used in collection of questionnaire data.

Consequently,

such important sampling information as to whether the subjects
were volunteers and the percentage of those who did not complete
the questionnaire is not known.

Additionally he did not report

an analysis of sex differences althouqh both males and females
were used as subjects.

Statistical analysis was limited to

aorting the sample on demoqraphic characteristics, obtaining
means for each sort and applying t tests for level of significance.

The number of subjects for each sort was not reported

and thus there was no data on sample size for Protestants and
Catholics.
No significant differences were found between Catholics
and Protestant.a as to level of self-actualization on the 12
scales.

Those students who had formal religious training, de-

fined as Sunday School for Protestants and parochial s,chool for
Catholics, scored lower on 9 and 11 of the 16 POI scales respectively.

Gibb used 2 ratios and the four scales which were

the basis of these ratios instead of only the 12 POI scales commonly used.

For Roman Catholics, those students who had little

or no parochial school experience scored significantly higher
on Spontaneity (p

<

.01}, Acceptance of Aggression (p

and Existentiality (p

< .05)

< .05)

than did those students with
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parochial school educations.

The other eight scales, while not

aiqnificant at accepted levels, indicate trends concordant with
the a1>0ve-mentioned statistical findinqs.

The final comparison,

the deqree to which formal religion is currently practiced as
measured in terms of church attendance, produced the greatest
mean differences.

Those students attending church seldom or

never were significantly (p
scales.

These scales were:

<

.001) higher on 8 of the 16 POI

Existentiality, Feeling Reactivity,

Spontaneity, Self-Acceptance, Acceptance of Aggression, Capacity
for Intimate Contact and the Other/Inner directed ratio scale.
Shostrom (1966) briefly reports data on POI scores and
study of Values scales for 64 females enterinq nurses training.
Significant negative correlations were found for Inner-Directed,
Existentiality, and Self-Acceptance with the Religious Scale.
These data and the work of both Gibb and Kennedy and Heckler
suggest that the POI is useful in testing Maslow'• theoretical
considerations concerning traditional religious commitment and
self-actualization.

Kennedy and Heckler's study further sug-

gests that the POI has some predictive validity in a population
of Roman Catholic priests.

CHAPTER II

METHOD
Subjects
The subjects consisted of 140 Roman Catholic males who
were enrolled in undergraduate college or seminary work.

The

subjects used were selected on the basis of religion, age, sex,
type of high school attended, and type of higher educational
institution attended from a total subject pool of 332 students.
subjects were tested in intact psychology classes for the convenience of the investigator.

Classes were obtained from Niles

College, Loyola University and the University of Illinois at
Chicago Circle.
Of the total subject pool of 332 students tested, 119
students met the criteria as subjects for the study.

That is,

they were male Roman Catholics aged 18 or 19 who had attended
parochial or public high school.

An additional 20 students

were added to increase the sample size in Groups One and Two.
These additional subjects differed from the criteria in that
they were ages 20 and 21.

They met all other original criteria.

Group One was composed of 42 subjects whose mean aqe
was 18.4 years.

Subjects in Group One were male Roman Catholics

who attended a parochial hiqh school or minor seminary and then

15
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enrolled in a Roman Catholic seminary.

The 49 subjects in Group

TWO also had a mean age of 18.4 years.

They were male Roman

catholics who attended parochial high school and who then attended
a catholic university.
Group Three was partially composed of 14 Roman Catholic
males who had attended parochial high school and who were currently enrolled at a secular university.
either 18 or 19 years old.

These subjects were

An additional 15 subjects, ages 20

and 21, were added to Group Three who met all other criteria
except age to increase the sample size in this group to 29.
A comparison of the mean POI scale scores for older and younger
aubjects in Group Three yielded no significant differences between the older and younger subjects.

(Table 1.)

Group Four was partially composed of 14 male Roman
Catholic secular college students who had attended public high
school and were either age 18 or age 19.

An additional 6 sub-

jects aged either 20 or 21 were added to Group Four.

These 6

subjects met all the criteria for the group except age and were
added to increase the sample size in Group Four to 20.

A com-

parison of the mean POI scale scores for older and younger
•Ubjects in Group Four showed no significant differences between
the two aqe qroups.

(Table 2.)

tions for the four qroups were:

Mean ages and standard deviaGroup One, 18.4 years with a

standard deviation of 0.50; Group Two, 18.4 years with a standard
deviation of 0.53; Group Three, 19.8 years with a standard deviation of 1.12; Group Four, 19.2 years with a standard deviation
Of 1.09.
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TABLE l
COMPARISON OP MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OP POI SCALE
SCORES FOR OLDER AND YOUNGER SUBJECTS IN GROUP POUR
18-19 Yr. Olds

IOI scales

M

SD

8

20-21 Yr. Oldsb

M

SD

'time competent

15.93

11.96

14.50

6.44

.443

inner-Directed

76.92

49.56

76.33

22.26

.046

self-Actualizing Value

18.14

16.48

16.50

5.43

.408

sxistentiality

19.50

15.45

19.50

7.09

reeling Reactivity

14.07

14.79

13.83

8.88

.056

spontaneity

10.64

11.96

10.33

6.73

.095

Self-Regard

11.57

10.26

10.66

4.16

.334

Self-Acceptance

13.85

11.99

15.33

8.45

.415

Rature of Man

10.92

15.78

9.83

8.53

.;·258

6.35

5.22

5.66

4.40

.432

Acceptance of Aggrea s ion

14.71

11.26

14.66

7.57

.460

Capacity for
Intimate Contact

16.42

17.30

16.83

9.10

.090

Synergy

8

N (18-19) •14

b N (20-21) • 6

c df - 18

*
**

p
p

< .OS=
< .01 -

1.734
2.552
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TABLE 2

COMPARISON OF MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF POI SCALE
SCORES FOR OLDER AND YOUNGER SUBJECTS Dl GROUP THREE
18-19 Yr. Olds
M

p01 scales

SD

8

20-21 Yr. Oldsb
M

SD

tc

Time competent

15.50

9.25

15.40

14.95

.029

Inner Directed

81.64

42.25

75.40

43.08

.537

Self-Actualizinq
Value

19.00

13.04

18.46

16.42

.158

Existentiality

21.14

14.13

19.36

16.34

.409

Peeling Reactivity

15.35

13.68

13.26

11.18

.614

Spontaneity

12. 71

8.42

10.26

12.84

.827

Self-Reqard

10.71

16.34

10 .. 80

13.21

.212

Self-Acceptance

15.07

11.27

14.13

11.65

.292

Mature of Man

10.07

9.95

10.33

7.70

.152

6.50

5.43

6.46

4.87

.021

Acceptance of
Aggression

15.21

13.80

13.73

11.70

.425

Capacity for
Intimate Contact

18.00

13.27

15.60

10.75

.731

Synerqy

aN (18-19) - 14
bN (20-21) - 15
0

df • 26

*

p

<

.. 05 - 1.706

**

p

<

.01 • 2.479
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Materials
'l'he Personal Orientation Inventory (POI) and a Bioqraphical Data questionnaire were distributed to intact classes of
students durinq reqular class time.

In addition to the POI

bOOklet, answer sheet, and the Bioqraphical Data Sheet, the
student received a mimeoqraphed instruction sheet and an index
card.

He was instructed to place his name and address on the

index card if he wished personal feedback or an abstract of the
study.
The mimeoqraphed instruction sheet was read to all subjects
by the investiqator.

Subjects were told that the study was a com-

parison of educational experiences and scores on the POI amonq
students at several Chicaqo area universities.

The POI was

described as a series of items concerninq people's attitudes
and opinions about themselves and others.

Subjects were asked

to give their own opinion and to avoid skippinq items if possible.

Subjects were told that all answer sheets and data

sheets were coded so that their answers would be anonymous and
that none of the data in the study would be identified by name.
They were also told that no one besides the inveatiqator and
the individual testee would have access to personal scores.

A

copy of both the mimeoqraphed instructions and the POI booklet
instructions are included in Appendix A.
The POI is a self-administered 150 item forced-choice
paper and pencil inventory in which the subject chooses between
two-choice comparative value judqments.

The items are scored

r
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twice, first for the two major scales of Inner-Directed (127

items) and Time Competence (23 items) and then for the 10 sub-

scales each of which measures some conceptual aspect of selfactua lization.

The ten subscales are:

Self-Actualizing Value,

Existentiality, Feeling Reactivity, Spontaneity, Self-Regard,
self-Acceptance, Nature of Man, Synergy,

Acc~ptance

of Agqres-

sion and Capacity for Intimate Contact.

Appendix a contains the

keyed alternatives by scale.
An independent score is reported for each scale and there
is no overall measure of self-actualization although the two

major scales of Inner-Directed and Time Competent are considered
to be the basic measures of self-actualization.

For all the

scales, subjects who achieve T scores between 50 and 60 are considered to be in the score range which characterizes a selfactualizing person.

Within this range the higher the scale score

the more self-actualized the person is considered to be.

Scores

above a T score of 60 suggest that the subject is attempting to
present a false picture of himself as self-actualized.

Such

scores are considered too healthy since they are above the T
scores which characterized the normative sample of self-actualizing people.
Information collected on the Biographical Data Sheet
by self-report included:

age, sex, and college year; the re-

ligion in which the subject was raised, and his current religious
affiliation; length of attendance and the type of grade school
and high school attended; whether the subject had attended

r
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religious services once a week or more; the education levels of
1>0th parents and the subject's place of residence while in hiqh
8 chool.

Copies of the POI and the Biographical Data Sheet are

included in Appendix

c.
Procedure

All classes were tested by the investigator.
ject had an individual copy ot instructions.

Each sub-

The instructions

were read aloud before the subjects began to work on the POI.
SUbjects were instructed to answer the POI first and then complete the Biographical Data Sheet.

Completion of this material

required approximately 40 minutes.

The remainder of the class

time was devoted to a brief discussion of Maslow•s concept of
self-actualization and the POI.

All subjects received a brief

explanation of the study in which they were participating.
The POI answer sheet and the Bioqraphical Data Sheet
were coded so that the subject could remain anonymous if he
wished.

Each subject was given the opportunity to request a

personal profile of his POI scores and asked to list his name
and address on an index card if he wished to receive this feedback.

Of the total subject pool of 332 approximately 200 sub-

jects requested such individual profiles.

The Profile Sheet

for the POI was completed and mailed to those students who made
the request.

Information on the Profile Sheet included a brief

qescription of all the scales, the subject•• scores and a graph
of the subject's scores by T scores.

The Profile Sheet also in-

cluded an overall explanation of what the POI attempts to measure.
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A copy of the Profile Sheet is included. in Appendix
POI answer sheets were machine scored.

c.

statistical

analysis was done at the Research support Center at Hines Veterans Administration Hospital.

Upon completion of this study all

subjects who requested. a copy of the abstract will receive one
by mail.

CHAPTER IV
RESULTS
An examination of the mean POI scale scores of each of
the four groups indicates a trend in which scores in Group One
are consistently higher than those in Group Four.

The highest

mean score• however, tended not to fall in the self-actualized.
range or at best in the bottom part of this range.

(Table 3.)

'l'he Friedman Two Way Analysis of Variance, a non-parametric test
for use with ordinal measures in related samples, was used to
analyze these sets of means.

(Seigel, 1956). The four means

for each scale score were assigned ranks from one to four or
highest to lowest.

If the mean scores were independent of the

four conditions then the distribution of ranks would be a matter
of chance and four ranks would appear in the four columns with
equal frequency.

An examination of the ranks suggested that the

ranks did not appear in all columns with equal frequency (Table 4)
and that the groups appear to be generally ordered from Group One
to Group Two to Group Three to Group Four.

Ranks were totaled

across the four groups (rows) and the Friedman Chi Square E
statistic was computed to determine whether the rank totals
differed significantly.

The obtained Chi Square !'.was 22.SO

which is significant at the .001 level.
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TABLE 3
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OP POI SCALE SCORES FOR ALL POUR GROUPS
Groups
II

I

POI Scales
Time Competent
Inner-Directed
Self-Actualizinq
Value
Existentiality
Feeling Reactivity
Spontaneity
Self-Regard
Self-Acceptance
Nature of Man
Synergy
Acceptance of
Agqression
capacity for
Intimate Contact
8

M

SD

M

III
SD

M

IV

SD

M

SD

S.A.
Range a

16.48
84.14

3.06
10.65

15.02
80.56

2.88
10.05

15.61
79. 32

3.46
12.12

15.40
76.76

3.19
12.47

18-20
85-100

20 .. 09
20.21
16.16
13.00
12.09
15.16
11.85
6.95

2.83
4.39
2.47
2.54
2.18
4.02
l.63
1.70

19.80
19.22
15.18
11.46
11.76
14.80
11.38
6.68

2.45
3.56
3.09
2.55
2 .52
3.30
2.17
1.27

19.17
20.75
14.39
11.92
10.82
14.85
10.28
6.64

3.34
3.91
3.63
2.87
3.15
3.09
2.40
1.47

17.65
19.50
14.01
10.55
11.30
14.30
10.60
6.15

4.05
4.74
3.96
3.15
2.58
3.44
2.64
l.60

20-24
22-26
16-19
12-14
12-14
17-21
13-14
7.5-8.5

16.98

2.47

15.92

3.02

14.57

3.50

14.70

3.11

17-19

17.76

3.17

16.62

3.43

17.17

3.44

16.55

4.49

19-22

Raw score values which fall in the T score ranqe of 50-60, considered to be the
self-actualizinq ranqe.

N
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TABLE 4
TABLE OF RANKS FOR !'RIEDMAN '!WO WAY ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
l'OR ALL POI MEAN SCALE SCORES
Groups
III

IV

3

4

2

1

2

3

4

self-Actualizing Value

l

2

3

4

Existentiality

3

1

4

2

Feeling Reactivity

1

2

3

4

spontaneity

l

3

2

4

Self-Regard

1

2

4

3

Self-Acceptance

1

3

2

4

Nature of Man

l

2

4

3

Synergy

l

2

3

4

Acceptance of Aggression

1

2

4

3

Capacity for Intimate Contact

1

3

2

4

pOI scales

I

II

Time Competent

l

Inner-Directed

There is a significant ordering of the four groups as
measured by the POI.

The ordering however is a complete reversal

of the hypothesized order.

Group Four with the least parochial

schooling was expected to rank first or most self-actualized
on the measure while the seminarians, Group one, were expected
to rank last, i.e., have the poorest POI scores.

There is a sig-

nificant order effect but it is in the reverse of the predicted
direction.

r
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Significance tests for the differences between means
were computed for each of the 12 scale score means for Group
one and Group Pour, the t.wo extreme groups.

Examination of

Table 5 indicates five of the differences achieved significance.
spontaneity and Acceptance of Aggression were significant at the
.01 level while Inner-Directed, Peeling Reactivity, and the
Nature of Man scales were significant at the .OS level.

In

all cases Group One means were higher than Group Pour means but
the other differences did not approach significance.

Again,

there is a reversal of the predicted direction for the scales
Spontaneity and Acceptance of Aggression, two of the scales for
which specific predictions were made.

The other two scales

about which specific predictions were made, Time Competence and
Existentiality, showed no significant differences bet.ween the
two

qroups.
'l'he data which was collected on church attendance were

analysed by Chi Square to see if there were siqnificant differences between the subjects on the frequency of church attendance.
A Chi Square of 46.72, 3 df, was siqnificant at the .001 level on
differences in church attendance.

An analysis of POI scale

score means was not performed since the church attendance data
was essentially ordered by the Groups.

Subjects in Groups Four

and Three attended church less frequently while subjects in
Groups
6).

Two

and One attended church once a week or more.

(Table
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TABLE 5

COMPARISON OP MEANS AND STAND.ARD DEVIATIONS OP POI SCALE
SCORES FOR SUBJECTS IN GROVP ONE AND GROUP FOUR
Group One8

POI Scales

M

SD

Group Fourb
M

SD

tc
1.16

Time Competent

16.48

3.06

15.40

3.19

Inner-Directed

84.15

10.65

76. 76

12.47

2.25*

self-Actualizing
Value

20.09

2.83

17.65

4.05

l.16

Existentiality

20.21

4.39

19.SO

4.74

.. 56

Peeling Reactivity

16.16

2.47

14.01

3.96

2.29*

Spontaneity

13.00

2.54

10.55

3.15

2.96**

Self-Regard

12.09

2.18

11.30

2.58

1.19

Self-Acceptance

15.16

4.02

14.30

3.44

.81

Nature of Man

11.85

1.63

10.60

2.64

2.03*

6.95

1. 70

6.15

1.60

1.18

Acceptance of
Aqgression

16.98

2.47

14.70

3.11

2.91**

Capacity for
Intimate Contact

17. 76

3.17

16.55

4.49

l.08

Subject Aqe

18.40

.50

19.15

1.08

3.07**

Synergy

aN (Group one) • 42
bN (Group Four) - 20
0

df

* p

** p

= 19
< .os < .01 -

l.729
2.539
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TABLE 6

CBI SQUARE MATRIX OF CHURCH ATTENDANCE MEASURE
Church Attendance
Less 8

Moreb

Sum

df

one

8

34

20

3

Two

6

44

28

Three

20

8

50

rour

15

5

42

49

91

140

Groups

Sum
8

x2
46. 72 ***

Less • attends church less than once per week.

bMore = attends church once per week or more.
***p

< .001

- 16.27

Chi Square analyses were performed on the demoqraphic
variable• of educational level of the subjects• fathers and
mothers and the subject's place of residence, either city or
suburban, while in high school.

(Table 7.)

Data on the educa-

tional level of the fathers and on the educational level of the
mothers was dichotomized into those who attended colleqe and
those who did not.

A Chi Square value of 4. 78 with 3 df was

obtained for the educational level of the fathers which was nonsiqnificant.

A nonsignificant Chi Square value of 7.17 was ob-

tained for the educational level of the mothers.

Not only were

the groups not significantly different on these two v•riables
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bUt there was also no difference between the qroups as to place

of residence.

A nonsiqnificant Chi Square value of 2.96 was ob-

tained for the city versus suburban residence measure.
TABLE 7

CHI SQUARE MATRIX OF DEMOGRAPHIC SUBJECT VARIABLES
Groups
Demographic
variable

I

II

III

IV

Sum

Educational Level
of Father
High School
College
Total

25
16
41

24

22
46

15
11

78
52

26

14
3
17

Educational Level
of Mother
Hiqh School
College
Total

24
15
39

11

19
9

17
l

45

28

Subject Residence
Chicago
Suburban
Total

27
15
42

38
10

20

*p
**p

< .OS •
< .Ol •

34

48

7
27

df

x2

3

4.78

3

7.17

18

94
36
130

13
7
20

98
39
137

3

2.96

130

7.815

11.34

These comparisons were done to see if significant differences existed among subject backgrounds in the four groups
for the 140 subjects from the three schools.

It was felt that

socio-economic differences might be inferred from these data but no
such differences occurred.
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Comparison of the 119 subjects aged 18 or 19 with the
21 subjects aged 20 or 21 showed significant differences at the

.os

level favoring the younger group on the POI scale score

means.

The three scales on which significant differences oc-

curred were Feeling Reactivity, Nature of Man, and Acceptance
of Aggression.

(Table 8.)

Since all the older subjects were

in Groups Four and Three and these were the groups which ranked
lowest on the POI these data are further support for a significant order effect which was the reverse of the predicted
direction.
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TABLE 8

COMPARISON OF MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF POI SCALE
SCORES FOR ALL SUBJECTS BY AGE

18-19 Yr. Olds 8
POI Scales

20-21 Yr. Oldsb
SD

tc

M

SD

M

Time Competent

15.68

3.01

15.38

3.75

.33

Inner-Directed

81.45

9.02

77.38

11.55

1.50

self-Actualizing
Value

19.63

3.07

18.47

3.08

1.18

Existentiality

19.80

4.14

20.19

3.74

.89

Peeling Reactivity

15.40

3.15

13.71

3.42

2.11*

Spontaneity

12.04

2.74

11.00

3.05

1.46

Self-Regard

11.70

2.50

11.04

3.04

.94

Self-Acceptance

14.84

3.55

14.90

3.19

.08

Nature of Man

11.35

2.11

10.28

2.55

1.82*

6.71

1.48

6.47

1.63

.63

Acceptance of
Aggression

16 .. 06

3.03

14.23

3.14

2.47*

Capacity for
Intimate Contact

17.17

3.57

16.47

3.23

.89

Synergy

aN (18-19) = 119

bN (20-21) =

21

cdf • 20
* p

* *p

< .os = 1.725
< •0 l - 2 • 528
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CHAPTER V

DISCUSSION

The finding that within a group of male Roman Catholic
college students those students who are moat closely associated
with a traditional religious system are the most self-actualized
on the POI measure is a direct contradiction of Maslow's theory
and Gibb's previous research.

What is strikinq is the complete

reversal of the predicted order over the four groups.

'.rhe

groups of students who had the most traditional religious education, as defined by parochial schooling, had the highest mean
scale scores on the POI.

Further, the seminarians who have made

a choice to become a part of the church hierarchy and thus have
perhaps the strongest commitment to such traditional religious
values were the most self-actualized group.
The idea that self-actualizers were typically people who
had a stronqly developed sense of ethics and moral standards
but who were not reliqious in the sense of conventional morality
and a belief in the supernatural was first presented by Maslow
in 1954.

His presentation of this viewpoint was essentially

unchanged in the 1970 revision of his work on self-actualization.
However, nearly 20 years beyond 1954, it may be that the nature
of the values of an institutionalized. religion have changed.
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It may be that within the Ranan catholic church more emphasis
is being placed on social action and interpersonal behavior than
on a moral code of good and evil.

According to Maslow, aelf-

actualizers are religious if religion is defined in terms of
social behavior.

What this particular result may indicate is

that even for the orthodox religious, religion is often defined,
at least by the young, as man's concern for one another in addition to man's relationship with God and with the rules of the
church.

Perhaps the behavior which is religious for today's

young people in the Roman Catholic church is behavior which 20
years ago would have been seen as unconventional and have no
place within the traditional church milieu.

It may well be that

self-actualization, as a theoretical concept, is highly culture
bound and as institutions and mores change there is a need to
redefine what constitutes psycholoqical health and growth.
Gibb's 1966 finding that POI scores were higher for the
group with little or no formal religious training remains at
variance with this study.

Be used both Protestants and Catholics

as his subjects and did not report the respective sample sizes.
It may be that in the combined group of Catholics and Protestants
his results were due to a greater proportion of Protestants in
the group.

Although Gibb reports no significant differences

between scale scores for the two groups, when considered together there could well be differences between them within the
categories of more or less formal religious training.
religious training is defined as Sunday Sch
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and parochial school for Catholics it would seem that Catholics
would have had considerably more religious training just by
virtue of the total time involved.

Likewise, it seems ques-

tionable to assume that catholics who did not attend parochial
school had as little formal religious training as did Protestants
who did not attend Sunday School.

Relatively few Protestant

denominations require regular attendance at services and the
learning of a catachism as does the Roman Catholic church.

The

study by Gibb and this study share a possible weakness in that
no group was included which was characterized by subjects who
were not exposed to some traditional religious experience.
While Gibb•s comparison of only Roman Catholics indicates that the group with little or no parochial school experience had significantly higher mean scores on the scales of
Spontaneity (p
ality (p

<

<

.Ol), Acceptance of Aggression and Existenti-

.05) he does not report either the sample size of

the two groups, the total sample size for Roman Catholics or
the composition of this group by sex.

This later omission is

particularly serious since sex differences could be a plausible
alternate explanation for his results.

Be used a total of 250

first semester juniors of which 97 were male and 153 female.
Foulds and Warehime (1971) report (p

<

.05) significant sex dif-

ferences on 10 of the 12 POI scales with females scoring higher
than males.

Existentiality and Self-Regard were the only two

scales without significant sex differences.

Since Gibb did not

analyze his data by sex the possibility remains that his results
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are related to sex differences rather than differences in religious training.
Maslow's work on self-actualization was drawn from his
impressions of adults whom he considered to be self-actualized.
with college students who are in the end phase of adolescence
in our

cul~ure

it may be that religious idealism is still an

important part of the late adolescent developmental period which
Erikson (1963) terms identity vs. role diffusion.

Both Erikson

and Kolberg (1963), who has done work on moral development,
see adherence to an ideoloqy and conventional societal morality
as a part of the developmental stage of adolescence.

It may

be

that for college students such religious commitment is more
indicative of psychological health at this particular stage than
it would be for an adult.

Perhaps adherence to traditional and

idealistic religious values is one aspect of a developmental
process towards self-actualization when it occurs during adolescence.

The work of both Erikson and Kohlberq suggest that

such idealism and adherence to rituals, creeds and programs is
later replaced by a more personal system of values or what
Erikson terms ego integrity.

Ego integrity or Maslow's self-

actualization all seem to involve some set of values which are
integrated within the person rather than adopted wholesale from
some particular ideology, religious or otherwise.

What the

import of this particular result may be is that self-actualization is tied to successful workinq through of developmenta.l
stages and what is appropriate in any one stage may be counter-
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productive in subsequent stages.

Perhaps these same subjects

in ten years would appear in the hypothesized order as they move

into Kohlberg•s stage III of moral development.

In this stage

there is movement from morality defined in terms of existing
social order, or the Conventional stage, to a personal system
of values which the person uses to define ethical behavior and
societal values.
The subjects in this study did not differ by groups in
educational level of either parent or by city or suburban residence.

Consequently, it seems unlikely that there were socio-

economic differences among the groups.

Unfortunately, no

measures were taken to give an indication of any differences
in intellectual ability between the groups.

LeMay and Damm

(1968) in a study of Grade Point Average and the POI found
support for the hypothesis that intellectual ability may be an
important moderator variable in the relationship between selfactualization and college achievement.

Maslow admits that his

impressionistic sample tended to be people of high intelligence
but points out that this seems to be no guarantee of selfactualizing growth.

A comparison of the admission standards

for the three schools involved in this study was not possible
•ince each of the three schools uses different criteria.

Niles

Colleqe, as a seminary, places much emphasis on personal recommendations as to candidacy for the priesthood and will take moat
students so recommended from two minor seminaries.

These two

minor seminaries supply nearly 90 per cent of the Niles student
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body.

LOyola uses a composite SAT and ACT score along with class

rank while the University of Illinois Chicago Circle uses class
rank plus various cut off points for ACT scores.

For both of

these schools students in the upper half of their high school
class are eligible for admission.

Students in the lower half

of their high school class must show evidence of ability in ACT
and SAT scores.

Since Loyola uses no fixed cut off points it was

not possible to make a comparison between the admission standards
of the two schools.

Although intellectual ability can not be

ruled out as a confounding variable there is little evidence to
suggest that the three schools vary significantly in the intellectual abilities required for admission.

Further, tbe school

from which the most self-actualizing group was drawn was the
seminary which bas the least rigorous academic admission requirements.
Foulds and Warehime (1971) investigated the relationship between the Repression-sensitization (R-S} scale and the
POI.

All 12 POI scales were found to be negatively and sig-

nificantly related to R-S scores for eacb sex and all but two
of the comparisons were significant beyond the .001 level.

Biqh

scorers on the POI were people who were identified as repressors
on tbe R-S scale.

Repressors are theoretically people who use

avoidance defenses to handle stress although Foulds and Warehime
conclude that repressors may be better adjusted than sensitizers.
Such a conceptualization would require rethinking the dimension
of R-S as it waa originally formulated by Byrne (1964} since his
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oriqinal hypothesis was that repressors were less open to a
variety of experiences and more bound to riqid rules of society
than sensitizers.

If such a hypothesis, as oriqinally formulated,

is valid then it may be that repressors simply appear more healthy
on the POI as a result of being able to avoid stress and deny
and repress problems.

That this is the case with seminarians

may be a possibility since by virtue of a choice for celibacy
there is certainly some avoidance in some atudents of the prob1 ems involved in heterosexual intimacy and preparinq for marriage.
The qroup of Loyola students however, would seem to weaken this
arqument since in all likelihood they are similar to other colleqe freshmen in datinq habits and marital plans.

If Foulds

and Warehime (1971) are correct in thinkinq that perhaps Repreasors are at the healthy end of the R-S continuum then this is
additional evidence for the validity of the POI.
A comparison of the means between the seminarians and
the University of Illinois Circle Public Hiqh School attenders
(Group One aqainst Group Four) indicates that the seminarians
had hiqher mean scores for all 12 scales.
ferences were siqnificant:

Five of the dif-

Spontaneity and Acceptance of Ag-

qression were significant at the .01 level; and Inner-Directed,
Feeling Reactivity, and the Nature of Man were significant at
the .OS level.
group.

All of these differences favored the seminarian

Of these scales all but the Nature of Man scale score

means were in the T score category of 50 which is the bottom of
Shostrom's SO to 60 T score ranqe for persons in the self-

r
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actualizing range.

It seems an additional check on the validity

of the POI that college student subjects in general do not score
high in the range of self-actualizinq scores.
Reliabilities of the scales on which significant differences were found range from .66 for the Nature of Man scale
to .84 for the Inner-Directed scale.

'l'he only other reliability

coefficient above .69 on these scales is .81 for the Spontaneity
scale (Shostrom, 1966).

Given this range it would seem that the

mean scale score differences which were significant were not a
function of these scales having better reliability than those
on which no significant differences were found.

In fact, there

was a significant difference on the Acceptance of Aggression
scale which has the lowest reliability of the twelve scales.
Shostrom (1966) considers the Inner-Directed scale to be
one of the most important of the POI scales.

He

defines Inner-

Directedneas in much the same way that Reisman, Glazer and
Denny (1950) first used the concept.

The inner-directed person

is characterized by autonomy and self-support rather than dependency on others; by individuality rather than being socially
confo:rming; and by the source of his actions being essentially
inner-directed.

It is not difficult to see how the significant

differences between the seminarians and the secular colle<Je
students might fit in with this concept.

The seminarian has

often made a clearer vocational choice and a more unusual choice.
It may well be that the choice of a relatively unusual vocation
is evidence of the seminarians qreater autonomy and that semin-
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arians as a group are less conforming than are other Roman
catholic colle<Je-age males to peer group standards.
Peeling Reactivity and Spontaneity {Shostrom, 1966)
are considered to be complementary scales.

A high score on

reeling Reactivity measures sensitivity to one's own needs and
feelings and a high score on Spontaneity indicates the ability
to express feelings in spontaneous action.

Interestingly, the

seminarians in this sample are more at home with their own feelings and more comfortable in the expression of such feelings,
by self-report, than are the secular college students.

A pos-

sible explanation for this may lie in the impact which the
sensitivity and encounter group movement has had on the church.
It may be that these seminarians have had opportunities for participation in personal growth groups and have been encouraged
to participate in such groups while the secular colle<Je students

have not been so encouraged.

Hindsight suggests that a question

regarding such experiences would have been useful data to collect on the Biographical :Qata Sheet.

Aside from such groups

it may be that the traditional retreat and self-study involved
in preparation for the priesthood serves to put the seminarian
more in touch with his own feelings and the changing nature of
the Rcman Catholic church is such that the seminarian is encouraged and permitted to express his feelings behaviorally.
Such reasoning also applies to the Acceptance of Aggression scale.

A high score on this scale indicates an ability to

accept anger and aggression within one•s self as natural.
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Another possible reason for the seminarians' higher mean score
on this scale miqb.t be the fact that seminarians are residential
students while the students from the secular university are
typically commuters who live at home.

One of the tasks of late

adolescence involves separation from parents and growing independence on the part of the young adult and it is not unusual
that the achievement of this involves some anger on the part of
both parents and children.

Perhaps the secular university stu-

dents who live at home are caught in the dilemma of experiencing
such anger but not beinq able to accept it due to their more
dependent life style.

Their solution to such a bind might be

to deny anger and thus avoid the conflict.

Seminarians who are

no lonqer living at home, however, are more likely to be free
from such a dilemma and therefore more able to accept such feelinqs.
The final scale which achieved significance was the
Nature of Man scale.

This scale measures the extent to which

one sees man as essentially good and can be accepting of the
dichotomies in the nature of man.

With the emphasis of the

priesthood ahif ting towards more involvement with people and the
increasing democratization of the Catholic church this result is
not particularly surprising nor is the notion that a man who
hopes to become a priest does so because he wishes to work with
people.
When the older subjects were compared with the younger
subjects over all groups there were significant differences
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favoring the younger subjects on three scales.

These scales

were reelinq Reactivity, Nature of Man, and Acceptance of
Aggression and all were significant at the .05 level.

Since

the bulk of the younger subjects were in the Groups which ranked
first and second this result is not particularly surprising.
It does arque, however, for the validity of these findings since
the POI is a measure on which older subject• should score higher
than younger ones if the theoretical concept of self-actualization is followed.

r
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CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY

The intent of this study was to further investigate work
done by Gibb and some theoretical conceptualizations by Maslow
about the role of formal religious education and affiliation
in self-actualization.

SUbjecta were 140

18 to 21 year old

male Roman Catholic college students who attended a seminary,
a catholic university, or a secular university.

Testing was

administered by the writer in intact undergraduate psychology
classes and subjects were requested to complete a Biographical
Data Sheet and the Personal Orientation Inventory (POI), a
paper and pencil measure of self-actualization.

All subjects

were given an opportunity to request and receive both personal
profile

sheets of their own scores and an abstract of the

study.
Subjects were cateqorized into four groups on the basis
of the amount of parochial high school education of the subject
and the nature (secular, Catholic or seminary) of the subject's
choice of a school for higher education.

The 9roups in the

order from most to least formal religious education were seminarians who attended minor seminary or parochial high school,
Catholic university students who attended parochial hiqh school,
43
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secular university students who attended parochial high school,
and secular university students who attended public high school.
The hypothesis from Maslow's theoretical position, that
self-actualizers are not people who are religious in the conventional sense of a belief in the supernatural and religious
definitions of good and evil, was that those students with the
least formal religious training would be the highest scorers of
the four groups on a paper and pencil measure of self-actualization, the POI.

It was expected that the group scale score means

on the POI would be ordered from highest to lowest as the groups
were categorized from least to most formal religious training.
Subjects were also compared on the variable of church attendance
with the expectation that those who maintained a formal religious affiliation and attended church once a week or more
would be in the lowest score group on the POI.
Chi Square analysis of subjects by educational level of
both parents and by place of residence, city or suburb, indicated no aignif icant differences between the four groups on
these variables.

An analysis by the Friedman

Two

way Analysis

of Variance test showed that the POI did significantly (p

<

.001)

differentiate the four groups of subjects but there was an exact
reversal of the predicted order.

Those students with the most

formal religious training had the highest mean scale scores on
the POI scales.

An analysis of the differences between the two

extreme groups found significant differences in favor of the
seminarians on the scales of Spontaneity and Acceptance of

r
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of Aggression (p

<

.Ol) and on the scales of Inner-Directed,

Feeling Reactivity, and the Nature of Man at the .05 level.
The data on church attendance was significantly related
to the group in which the subject was cateqorized (p

<

.001)

in that high church attendance was characteristic of the subjects who attended the seminary and the Catholic university.
These two groups ranked first and second on mean POI scale scores.
The results of this study are at variance with previous
findinqs that students with little or no religious training
ranked higher on mean POI scale scores.

However, the previous

findings were not limited to males since both men and women were
included in the sample.

Since there is evidence that females

score aignif icantly higher on the POI scales than do males it
may be that the earlier work reflects a comparison of sex differences rather than a comparison of religious training differences.
In terms of the implications for Maslow's theory it may
be that Maslow's concept of traditional religious affiliation
h-.s currently a more limited value and that in 1973 a formal

religious affiliation indicates a greater commitment to social
and interpersonal attitudes that is different from such an affiliation 20 years ago.

Additionally, self-actualization may

be a process which involves successful working through of de-

velopmental stages.

It was suggested that perhaps colleqe

students were at the developmental stage which Erikson terms
identity versus role diffusion in which the psychologically

r
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healthy or normal adolescent maintains a considerable commitment
to

an outside ideoloqy.

The absence of such a commitment in

colleqe students may indicate more destructive conflict and
role diffusion which serves to make him less healthy than his
more idealistic counterpart.

Maslow's theoretical concept may

still be sound for older subjects.
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MEMO

TO:
FROM:

Students who are participating in this study
Mrs. Gail Wolfe, Principal Investigator

The study in which you are beinq asked to participate is one
in which students in introductory courses at various universities in the Chicago area are beinq compared on educational
experiences and scores on the Personal Orientation Inventory.
The Personal Orientation Inventory (POI) is a series of items
concerning people's attitudes and opinions about themselves and
others and this study is an attempt to see how these attitudes
might differ among several groups of students. Please be sure
to qive your own opinion of yourself and do not leave any blank
spaces if you can avoid it.
You will notice that an index card is attached to your answer
blank as well as a biographical data sheet. Please list your
name, summer address, telephone number and sex on the index
card. Complete the card first, the POI second and the biographical data sheet last. DO NOT place your name on anything
but the index card. The answer sheets and data sheets are coded
so that your answers will be anonymous. None of the data in this
study will be identified by name. A profile sheet of your answers indicatinq attitudes about your self and others will be
made up and returned to you if you write the request •FEEDBACK"
on the index card. You are the only person besides myself who
will see your profile sheet if you do request feedback.
After you have completed the inventory and the bioqraphical
data sheet there will be a short class discussion about the POI
and the kinds of attitudes beinq studied. If you wish, arrangements can be made to inform you of the results of this study.
If you would like a summary of the results of the research please
note the word •ABSTRACT" on the index card. Thank you for your
time and cooperation.
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INSTRUCTIONS
DIRECTIONS
This inventory consists of pairs of numbered statements.
Read each statement and decide which of the two paired statements
most consistently applies to you.
You are to mark your answers on the answer sheet you
have.

Look at the example of the answer sheet shown at the

right.

If the first statement of the pair is TRUE or MOSTLY

TRUE as applied to you, blacken between the lines in the column
headed •a."

(See Example Item lat right.)

If the second

statement of the pair if TRUE or MOSTLY TRUE as applied to you,
blacken between the lines in the column headed "b."
Example Item 2 at right.)

(See

If neither statement applies to you,

or if they refer to somethinq you don't know about, make no
answer on the answer wheet.

Remember to give YOUR OWN opinion

of yourself and do not leave any blank. spaces if you can avoid it.
In marking your answers on the answer sheet, be sure that
the number of the statement agrees with the number on the answer

sheet.

Make your marks heavy and black.

answer you wish to change.

Erase completely any

Do not make any marks in this

booklet.
Remember, try to make .!2!!!.! answer to every statement.
Before you begin the inventory, be sure you put your name,
your sex, your age, and the other information called for in the
space provided on the answer sheet.
NOW OPEN THE BOOKLET AND STAR'l' WITH QUESTIQN l.

APPENDIX B
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•Other-Support ltC'mS (0)

KEYED ALTEHJ\'ATIYES GIWUl'ED BY SCALE
'l'imC' Jm.:ornp<.'tcncc Items (T 1)

Item

Nuinb<.'r

48.
5~.

82.
87.
88.
90.
102,
104.
!O;i.
110,
111.
112,
113.

I often frcl it nC'ces~wry to ddcnd my pnst aclio1i.s.
I strive always to pr.:-dict \\h:tt will hawcn in the futu1'('.
I h~1vc feelings of rcscntnwnt ubout thin~s tb:1t an~ p;ist.
l'coplc shvukl alwnys repent their wrong-doiu;_;.3,
J worry about the future.

I p:;.·dcr to save good thing.s for futun· ust~.
Only lh1 ing for the moment is import.ant.
Wi<;hing ::u1rJ irn:q-:ining arc ~1lways good,
l spend more time prqiaring- to live.
LiviuG for tJ1c futnrc gln~s my Ek its vrimary mcaninJ.
I ft.•How diii~Ll•tlr the mott.i, "1Jon 1t waste your time."
Wh~tt I hiWC beer.. in the p.'l.St dictates the kind of p.Jrson l
will Le.
Jt is of little import<i!lcc to me how I live in the here and

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
'1.
8.
9.
10.

U.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

euw.

124."' I kl'l the nec<l toLcdoini somethinr; si6'llific:::.nt all of the
time.
125.
I suffer from memories.
129.
I lih£' to withdraw from ot!lcr..s for extended period~ of
time.
123.
I do nr,t like tu w1!.h<lraw ti..!mlJOrarily from others.
13Ci.
I n-~·:t. t my p.1st.
140.
Fo1· r11e 0 tht.· ft.!!urc uflt-~n set ms ho;:idcss.
11~.
My p:>st i:;; a h"ndic:i.p tn my future.
143.
"Kilhnz- time" is a prulJ!cm for nw.
14·1.
For me, th .. J·rC,'>ent is an island, unrelated lo the v:-ist
ant? fu!urc.
145.
My hope for lh'-' future dcpc.1ds on b:n·ing friends,

18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.

24.
25.
2G.
27.
28.
29.
30.

48.
59.
82.

87.
88.
90.
102.

I do no~ feel H nc1.:css:iry to ddc:id my p:ist actions.
I do nut kdi! :11.:ccssary always to p!·cdict what will hapJX'lt tr. the future.
I do not have frcling:s of resentment about t11inrrs that arc

past.
Peoylc need not ~1lways repent tht•1r wron~-doings.
I di) not worry a1nut the ft.:turc.
I prefer to use gv~·G thin;;s now.
l.lvin~ for be future is as import.int as living for the

31.
32.
33.

34.

35..
36.

mon~c.1t.

104.

105.
UO.

111.
112.
113.
124.

12j.
129.
133.
136.
140.
142.
143.
144.

145.

Wishil"-g and imag:ming can bl' b:i.d.
I Sficnd more time :.ic.tu~~uy livirn;.
Only when livir,z fvr the future t!cs into living for the
pre.sent docs my lifo h.:i.vc mc:mmg.
I do no~ feel bound b,f the motto, "Don'tw.:i..<.tcycurtime."
V.hat l have been i'1 t.~c p~st docs not neccss.:i.rily C;co:~te
the kind of person Iv.ill Oe.
It is imporLr.t to me how I live in the hen and now.
I do not feel the need to be doing sorndhi.ng significant
all of the time.
I do not si:~fer from memories,
I do no!. like t.::> witl1Jr~rn from others for cxtcudcd periods
of time.
I like to witlh!r3.w temporarily from others.
I do not rl..!gTd my p:iSL
For me, the future usuallj· SC'cms hcpcf.d.
J\ly past is a sti.:p;Jino:; st1J!1c for the future.
"Killi~ time" is not :i. prolJkm for me.
For n.~. past. present and fubre is in mcanint;f:.il continuity.
l\ly hope for the future docs not depend on having friends.

I am Lound by the principle of fairness.
When n. friend do~s me a favor. I feel that I must rct11rn

it.

3'1..
38.
39..
40.
4L
42.
43.

I foci I mu:::t always tell th0 truth.
1f I m:1n<lGC tlw situ:1tlon ri£,ht, I c:ln avoid being- hurt.
I fed tlwt I mLtststi:ivcfoqK'rfcdion in everything U~at I
undertake. •
I sclJom maki:J my decisions SIJontancously.
I am afraid to be myself.
I feel ol.iligule<l 'dwn a &trangcr docs me a favor.
I feel that I hrtve a ri[,ht to C".'..pC'ct others to do what I want
of them,
I live by values which are in agreement with others.
I am concerned with sell-improvement at all times.
I feel [:Uilty wh~"'ll I am selfish.
Anger is somdhiug I tiy to avoid.
For me, an;, thing is possihle if I beliL'VC in rny&elf.
I put others' inten•st::. bdorc my o\':!l.
I sometimes feel cml.iarrassed by comrJ~imcnts.
I bcliC'VC it is imporbut to :.m<lcrsl:.mJ why others :tr.: <13
they are.
I don't vut off until ton.arrow v.hat I ot:ght to do today.
I havcarif;httoexpcctli1co:hcrpcrson to appreciate w!1:.!.t
I give.
My moral valul'S arc dic!.a!d by society.
I do what others expect of r.JC'.
I don't ,lCC('f>t my \n:a!....LC'Sscs.
In ordcrtogro»:cmotio.10Jly, it is necessary to know why
I ad :is I do.
I am harJly C\Tr cru~s.
It i<; !JJ..'eo.:s~~ary that otliC'rs ~ppru\'e l)f what I do.
I arn air.i~d of makin}: 1,1ist;...',.,C's.
I do not tn.i~l tnc dt'Cii:.ior..s I m:1_k~· spont:lncou::.ly.
My frclings of :>elf-worth 1.kpt:nd on hr1w nntdi I accom pli5h.
I fear f:tilurt!,
My moral value~ arc dekrmincd, for :he ruo~t part, by
the U1ou~hl.;, fodin~.:>, an:! dl·ci;.;iu:i.~ of L•tb,·1·~.
!ti<; not possi11il to liv£> Jtfe tr. t~~·m ..., Gi '~!.~ct I ·.··a.at to do.
I can.11ot c1..pe \·•iU1 t:ic up;; ,:i,d tlov.11~ of hk.
! do not beli:-vc iTJ. s; vin:; ·,\'J:at ' feel in dt-•alin;; with
others.
Children should rc:tli7" th:it they do not h'JVC the same
rights and privilc~cs ~·.: udu!ts.
I avoid"sticking;n1ync1..'..~mt"inmy re!at.ioris with ot.hrors.
I believe U1e p'.lrsuit of .sdf-m.crest is op;X)s.cd to i!"ltcrcst
in others.
I h:.1vc n0t rejected any of the monl values I w:is t:iu,;ht.
J do not live in terms of my ··••ants, likes, di:;l~kcs anJ
values.
] do not trust my ubility to size up a s1tu:itio11.
I do not bclic,·e I have an iruutc cJ.pacity to C•)f'C with life.
I must justify my actions in t!~e pursuit of r.iy own int~r
ests.
I am bothc!"cd by fears of be in;;; in:tdequatc.
I believe that mm is essentially evil ::ind cannot be

trusted.
44.
45.
46.
47.
49.
50.
SI.
52.
53.

I live by the rules and sbnd:irds of society.
I am b:mnJ by niy duties ar.d 0b!i6:it:ons to others.
Reasons are :icccf..:d to justify my fccl.ng-a.
I find it diff~cult t.') expres::; my fedin.gs by just being
silent.
I like everyone I know.
Critici'sm thre::i.tt:n.:: mv "elf-esteem.
I belicye t!i:it kno.,.,Ic,ige of what is r1;;:1t m::i.kcs people
act right.
I am afnic! to be an~y at tho.se. I love.
My b:isie responsibility is tc be aware of other's need::i.
JJ

-·
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Other-Support JtL•ms (0) (<:ontinuc:rl)
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
60.
61.

62.
63.
64.
65.

66.
67.

68.
69.

70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
10.

76.
'Z7.
'l8.
'l9.
80.
81.
83.
84.
85.
SG.

89.
91.
92.
93.
9-l.

9G.
96.
97.
98.
99.
100.
101.
103.
106.
107.
108.
109.
114.

115.
-116.
117.
118.
119.
120.
l21.

Imprcs.!'iing: o!.b.·r::; is 1110.:;t. important.
1'o feel right. I Htx d :<hv:1ys to plu1.sc oth(·rs.
I v.illnotriska fricn~bhitljt•:;t lo ~•lY c.11· do wli:Lt. is rig:hl.
I feel bountl to k..,;('p the 1n·orni~:c::; I m:-tke,
I must avoid sorrow

~1t ;ill

cc_,:-;Ls,

It is import•rnt tii.'.1t otliers accept rny roint of view.
J only feel free to c:-.pt·(·ss w:\rm fochn~" t•J ruy fri0nds.
1bcrc arc very fl..'W tilncs wh<.'ll it is mo1·c imporb11t to
express ft...:cling;s thnn to carefully cntluatc the situation.
I do not welcome crit1<"ism :ts an opportunily for growth.
Appcara·1ccs nre ;.tll-imporbnt.
I h:irdly C'ltcr gossip.
I do not feel frl..':c to rcvt:nl m;. \\caknc3scs among friends.
1 f;hould always nssumc responsibility for other people':>
feelings.
I do not fed free to be lllj- self and bear the conscqncr.ccs,
I already know all I nc·t:(l to know about roy feelings.
I hesitate to show my w._.akucssc.s among stfangcrs.
Iwill<·ontinuctogro\\ oalyhysctting-my sights on a hig:h levc\, soci.'.llly approved go,;l.
I c:an.'lot accept inconsi~;te1H.:it:s \•;ithin myself.
Man is naturally :rnLq;,onhtic.
I hardly ever laugh at a dirty jcl.c.
Ha1,pincs!; Is an end in hum:tn r:..·latio:?Ships.
I only feel free to shm\ ·friendly kclin~s to strangers.
I try to be sincere and I arn sfnccn.
Sclf-ir1t'.!rcst is unn;-ttur::.I.
A neutral party can n1casun· a h:'i'Vi' rcl<\tionship by obscrva.tih!1.,
}'Cir m0, work and pl:.y arc op:'O~'itc.s.
Tu·o ~oplc will r,ct alon~ J.c3t if each concentrates on
pl,..a:·:inr; th0 ot!ii·r.
1 lib~ only rnasculin~ men and kml11inc women.
I actin:ly atknipt tuavL•ld cmbarr:t~~mcnt \,Jicrwver I can.
I bb.mc my p:innt...; for n lot of rr.y trouli!Ps.
I kcl that a pi..•i·snn .should be silly only at the ri;;ht tir.w
anJ pbcc.
Kindn..:.·.ss and ruthkssnc-ss mu;:;t be opposites.
People ~hould ah\:tys control tlwir ~mgcr,
The tru!y ~piriht,ll m:m is n.-.v.~r St..'OSu~l.
I um un;!blc to e:qiress my frdin::;s 1f th(.'y are likely to
result In u11dcsir.'.lf1lc co11seq 1Jt':1'~l':'>.
I am oft~n asham(•d of some of the cntotions that I feel
bubbling up within me.
I have ncn'r b.J mystr·rious or ccsL1.tic e:-.-pcricnccs.
I am orthodoxly rL'lig1ous.
I am complct..:Jy frL'L' of g-..iilt.
I have P prnblcm in fu.~iq:; sex anrl l0vc.
I do riot enjoy dctachr,\L'Ot and priv:lcy.
I do not fc,...l dedicated to my work.
I c~innot ex-prt::>g affection unless I am sure it will be
returned,
It is better to be popi.ll:lr.
I am loved bccau~c I give love.
When I really love mysc lf, e\·erybody will love me,
I can let other p".'oplc control me if I am sure they will
net continue to control me.
As they arc, people do not annoy me.
I ha\ e never had an e:-.pcrienc~ where life seemed just
perfect.
Evil is an intdns Le part of human nature which fights
good.
A person can completely ch;;i.nge his csscnti;;i.l nature.
I am afraid to bo tcnd0r.
I am not assertive and affirming:,
Women st:.oulri not he trn.sting and y1elc!ing.
I do not ~cc myscif as others see me.
A person "Y.ho thinks about his greatest potential geL'i
conceited.

122.
123.
12G.
127.
1:1-8.
130,
131,
132.
134.
135,

137.
138.
13!.J,
141.
146.
147,
148.
Hf!.
150.

Men ~hould not bt' a~scrtive anti nffinninb.
l am not :1IJlc to risk bi•in<;: my.,dL
:t..kn ~nJ womc.1 ll1l'~'t not Le Ldh yielding anc! as:;1..:rlive,
I donotlikl·toparticipatc aetivl'ly in intense t.liscussic>n.::,
I am not :-;elf-suffkil'llt.
I alw::iys pby fair.
I llC'ver feel so :1n;;ry th:-i.t I W[tllt to dl'stroy 0r t.urt o~lv~rs.
I f1.:cl unc<·rtalr :md in):lt:Cure in r,1}' n:l.1.tio'lsliips ;.vith
othc:n:.
I cannot accCilt n-.y mistal,c:'i.
I llCVcr fir.d an~' people who al'L' stupid and unintere.st!ni;.
Just being myself is not helpful lo others.
I have not had moments of intense happinC'ss when I felt
like I w:is e:-..pC'r.icncing a kind of blis.-:1,
People 11~-.vc an instinct for evil.
Pcovtc arc not Loth goo<l and evil.
I camiot like vco1ilc unless I al.;o approve of th<:m.
People arc not basically g0od,
Honesty is always the be-st policy.
i fcclunco:nfort:iblcwithanything less than a perfect performance.
I can overcome any obstacles as long: a's I bclleve la mJ:self.

Inner-Support Items (I)
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
1.
8.
9.
10,

1 am not absolutdy bound by the princip!c of fairness,
\\'h<'n a friend ck>cS me a favor, I do not feel that I mu~t
rch1rn it.
I do not always tell the- truth,
No matter how hJ.r<l 1 try, my kelin~5 arc ofk>i1 hurt.
I do not feel that I must strive fvt· pcrfcdio.1 in cn:1·y-

I oftc11 ti1akc my dc:<:isions spt.mbneousty.
lam not afr:lid to be mysdf.
I dv not feel obligated when a s.ran.;<.'r doc~ me:\ f<wor-.
l donotfcclth:<tl hoxc a rii:;ht to e.'\}X'Ct others to do \\!:at
I w:uot oftilL'm.
I live Ly values which arc prim;i.rily b.'.\scd on :ny O\\"n
fcelin~;s,

11.
12.
13.
14,
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.

29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.

I arn not conccnwd with ~elf-impro\·cmcnt at all tinh'S.
I don't feel plilty when I am .'.'L·lfi.sh.
I have no 0Lj ..:ctio1 to gctlln<._: a:ig-ry.
t have a lLt ofn~•._..-~ 1 limit:1tio'1.<; e\·cn though I bclic\'C ln
myself.
I do not put other:' intf're.sL.; before my own.
I nm not cm~i:trr~-.,l·d by complim ..•nt;.:.
I believe it is imporb:-,t ti) :icC'ept othc1·s as th1..y are.
I can put off until tomorrow wh:lt I ought to do toctay.
I can give without rcquinn~ the ot:lcr pLl·son to appreciate wh.'.lt I give.
My ntoral values arc aelf-jderminec!.
I feel free to not do what other£ e:q1cct of me.
I accept my wcukncsscs.
InordE:do grow emotion:!lly, it is not necessary to kno\\
why I act ns I do.
Sometimes I am cross when I am not feeling well.
It is not always necessary that ot!wrs approve of what l
do.
I am not afraid of making mistakes.
I trust the decisions I make spontaneously.
My feelings of self-worth do nut depend on how rnuch I accomplish.
I don't fear failure,
My moral values arc not dckrmincd, for the most part,
by the th0ughts, fcelin:;s and <!ct.::isions of others.
1t is possible to lnT life in terms of wh;i.t I want to do.
I can cope with the ups a..'lJ do\\ n.s of life.
I believe in .sayin;.-: wh;-tt I feel in dco.ling with others.
It is not important to make an issue of ri£:hts and privil-

r

eges,
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In.per-Support Ilt;rns (I) (codinw.::d)
35.
I t::tn ":>tick my 11ci.:k out" in my rcbtions with othc1·s.
36.
I bclil'\'t.' 1!1£.• pun;uit of sclf-fuki·e:;t is not opposed to inkn~st in oli1l'!'S,
37.
I finJ th:1t l have n•jcctcd rnauy of the moral values I was

96.
97.
98.
9~.

taught.

100.
101.

38.
39,
40.
41.

J live in lf'rm~ of my wants, likes, dif,likes, and v.-1lucs.
I trust !llj' al1ilily to size up a situation.
I believe I have an innate cripacity to cope with life.
I need not justify my adious in U1c pursuit of n1y owu
Interest:;,

103.
106,
107.

42.
43.

I am not boUtcr<.:d by fears of being inadcqunte.
I bclicvcthatm:mis essentially good and can Uc trusted.
I do not always need to live by lhC' rules and stand~•rds
of society.
I am not bound by my dl!tics and obligations to others.
Reasons are nut n0cdcd to justify my feelings.
TI1cre arc times wh0n just being silent is the best way I
can C.\]ll'css my f~di;1gs.
I do not like cvt:ryonc I know.
Criticism do~s not thrcnten my self-esteem.
I do not believe.: that knowlcd~e of what is right nccessarilY n1akt•:::. pC'op1".' ad right.
I {eel free to be an~-ry at those I love.
My basic· responsibility i:> to be aware of my O\\'ll ncccJs.
Fxpr..:ssln~ m,y!:>df is most important.
I can feel right \\ilLout :.i.lways having- to please others.
I will ri!:>k a friendship in order to say or do what I bellcve is rii;ht,
I do not aJw;iys fC'cl Lound to kct'p t:ic promises I make.
It fs not ncc1.-·.;;s:1ry fo1· me to avQid sorrow,
It is not ni:ceS:'>Llry for others lo accept my pvint of view.
1 feel fr1.-·e to c.>;pn·ss both \\ann and ho!<tik• feelings to
my [rj,•nds.
There arl..' m:1,1y times wh\'n it 15 more impvrtant to express frl'lir1c:s th.tn to carefully cv3luatc the ~ituatwn.
I wcku:nc <'l'i:1chm as an opportunity for gIV.'.ih.
Apl><Carances ~re not terribly import:mt.
I go..-sip a littl.' at tim..:-s.
I fed frcP to rcn:al r.1y wcal.ncs.SC's amon~ fricr'<ls.
I n<.'cJ n0t:1lways ::l.."sumc rcspon~ibilily fol' other pcoplc'.s
feeling=>.
I frcl free to be mys..:lf and bear the cnnscq·.ienc('s,
As lifo go..:s 011 0 I ct 1<linm~ to know more ~nd more abo.t~
my Ccl'lint5•
Idonothc.::;lbtt)to~ho.vmywc:ikJ11.-'SScs among strangers.
Iv.ill contimw to &row bc5t by b<.'rng my.~clf.
[accept incon;:-istl'ncit:>s within mys1.-'li.
Man is n:1turally cOOiA'l'Jtivc.
I don't mind laut:,hit\~ at a dirty joke.
Hart>inc.s;:; is a by-procluct in human rcbtion...;;hlpS.
I fed free to si10w both fricnd~y ar.d unfri~n<l!y feelings
to strangers.
I try to be sincere but I sometimes fail.
ScU-intcrt~st is n~tural.
A neutral party cannot measure a happy relationship by
obsen·ation.
For me, work a.'ld play arc the same.
Tu·c. people- can get along best if each person feels free
to express himscU.
I like men and women who show masculinity as well as
femininity.
I do not ~ctivelr attempt to avoid embarrassment.
[do not blam~ my parents for my troubles.
[can be silly \\hen I feel like it.
Kindness and ruthlessness neetl not be opposites.
People shoulJ e.,prcss honestly felt anger.
Th:! truly spiritual man is somd1mes sensual.
I am able to cxp1·t'SS my feclm~s even when they sometimes result in unCef'ir<i.ble con.sequcnees.
I do not feel a5hanicd of my emotions.
I have had mysterious or ecstatic experiences.

44.
45.
46.
47.
49.
50.
Sl.

52.
53.
54.

. 55.
56.
57.
58.
60.
61.
62,
6.1.
64.

65.
66.
67.
68.
69,
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.

77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
83.

84.
85.
86.
89.
91.
92.
93,
94,
95.

108.
109,
114.
115.
116.
117.
118.
119.
120,
121.
122.
123.
12G,
127.
128.
130.
131.
132.
134.
133.

i:n.
138.
139.
141.
146.
147.
148.
149.
150,

I um not orthodoxly rclii;ious.
I am not free of b'l' m.
I have no p1·0Jkm in fu~ing, i:;cx .and lO'~e.
I enjoy dctaclwicnt and privacy.
I feC'I clcdicakd to my work.
I can express nfiection rcgardlcs::: of whether it is
returned.
It is better to be yourself.
I am loved bcc~iuse I nm lovable,
When I real(}' love niyseU 1 there will still t.e tC.o.sc who
won 'l love me.
[ can let other pcop~e c•,mtroJ me.
As they are, people som<.'tin1cs mmoy me.
I h~ve had an e>.perience where life seenied ju~t ~rfect.
Evil is the result of frustralion in trying to Le gouJ.
A person can never c!wnzc his essential nature.
I am not afraid to be tender.
I am asscrtivt· and affirmiug.
Women should be hw;tir•g and yielding.
I sec myself as others sec me.
It is a good idea to think about your greatest potential.
Men should be assertive and affirming.
I am able to risk being myself.
Men and WOlllt.'ll must be both yielding and assertive.
I like to p::rtidp:ttc acti\·cly in intense di~;cussions.
I am self-sufficient.
Sometimes I cheat a little.
Sometimes I feel so :ing:ry I want to destroy or hurt others.
I f('cl ccl"tainandsecure in my rclatio1~hips with others.
I can accept my nii.st.tl:cs.
I find some pi:tlpk who arc stupid and unint~re~tir.g:,
D('in;; myself if> ht 11,ful to others.
I have liad nwni~'nl.<> of in~cn.-;c h:1ppiness when I felt like
I was CxpPric:nd!lt>. a k\nil cf ccst.io.y or bliss.
P~oplc do n0t h'.!Vl' :in in.stind for evil.
People are both g<.'od and e ..·n.
I c;:m like pco1Jlc v:it!1c•Jt having to appro\'e of them.
People arc basically ~ood.
111cre arc tinws ~dicn hont:.str Is not the best policy.
t can {eel comfortable \\ith kss than a perfect p..:-rformance.
[ cannot overcome every obstacle even ii 1 believe in
myself.

Sell-Actualizing Value (SAV)

6.
10.
20.
27,
36.
38.
43.
68.
80,
89.
92.
98.
99,

100.
103 •.
114.
118.
121.
123,
128.
133,
135.
138.

I often m1kc my decisions spontaneously.
I live by values which ar.e prim3rlly based on my own
feelings.
My moral values are sell-determined.
I trust the decisions I make sponc:i.neously.
I believe the pursuit or scU-int('rest is not opposed to
interest in other::..
I live in terms of my wants. likes. dislikes and values.
I believe that man is essentially good and can be trusted.
I feel free to be myself and bear the consequences,
For me, work and play are the same,
Kimlncss and ruthlessness need not be opposites.
The truly spiritual man is sometimes sensual.
I have no problem in fusing sex and love,
I enjoy detachment and privacy.
I feel dedicated to my work.
It Is better to bc your~elf.
I have had an experience where life seemed just perfect.
I am as~ertivc and affirming,
It ls a good idea to think ahout your greatest potential.
I am ab!~ to risk b\Oirig myself,
I am sclf-:o:ufficient.
I like to withdr:iw temporarily from others,
I find some people who are stupid a.nd uninte:-estin;,;.
I h:we had moments of btense h:i.pplness when I ft>lt Hke
I was experiencing a kind or ecstasy or bliss.

r
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Sclf-Actua1izing Value {SAV) (continm·(Q

141. People arC' botl1 good and cvll,
14G. I can like people without h:tvil1g to ap 1wovc of thC'm.
11?. People arc ba=;ically r;ood.

Feeling Rt•actlv Hy (Fr) (continued)
As life goes on. I continue to kn:l\v re.ore and more about

69.

my

to
ExlstC'ntinlity (Fx)

91.

93.
1.
2.
3..
5,
8,
9,

11.
18.
19,

21.
31.
3G.

41.
<C5.
51.
56.

57.
64.
67.
'14.
80.
SG.
89.
9''
9G.
98.
111.
124.
130.
113.
148.
149.

I nm not absolutely bound by the principle of fairness.
\Vhc·n a frknd docs me a f~wor, I do not feel that I must
Tcturn it.
I do not ~lways tell the truth.
l do not fed fhat I must strive for perfection in everything: that I undertake.
I do not frcl obligated when a stranger docs me a fa\·or,
I donotft:clthatl havL: a rii;ht to expect others to do wh:tt
J want of them,
I am concerned with self-improvement at all times,
I can put o!f until tomorro\" what I ought to do tod~ty.
I cnn give without req·1irini; the other person to apprccbte what I give.
1 foci free to not do what others expect of me.
It is possible to live life in terms of what J want to do.
J believe the pursuit of self-inkiest is not opposed to
interest fn others.
1 do not always need to li\C by the rules :me! standards of
society.
I am not bound by my duties and obligations to others.
Expresslni myself is most important.
I will risk a !riend~hi;1 in ordC'r to say or do wh;tt I b:·lfevc Is ri~ht.
I do not always fed bn'.lnd to ke..:p thl' prom!.!ws 1 make.
Appearances arc not tcrrihly im1°ort:rnt.
I nt•ed not alw:1ys assume n·sponsibi!ity for other people's
feelings.
I don't mind b.ughicg at 3 dirty jol~t-,
J-"01· me, v.ork and pby are the s:uow.
I can be silly \1.f1cn I feel like it.
Kinclnc&s ancl ruthlcs:->r~l·ss nrt·d not be oprosttcs.
1'1'.c truly spiritual m'1:1 is ~omdimcs scn&u3l,
I cm not orthodoxly n·lig-ious.
I h:isc no problem in fusin:; sex and love.
I di· not k'L'l Lound bytl;c motto, "Don't waste your time."
I l'o ,1ot feel th(! ncl'd to Le dolng something: si~1ific:rnt
at! or the time.
Soi .::tlmc5 I chc;t a little.
"Killing time" is not a problem for me.
There are times when honesty is not the best policy.
I can feel comfort:iLle with less Ll-ian a perfect p8r!ormance.

Fcellng Reactivity (Fr)
••
10.
13.
15.
16.
33.
38.
47.
52.
53.
55.
58.
61.

62.

39

No matter how hard I try, my feelings arc often hurt.
I live by values which are primarily based on my own
feelings.
I have no ohjectlon to gcttlng ang-ry.
I do not put others' interests before my own.
I sometimes feel emb:1rr1ssed by compliments.
I believe in Sa)ing wh:i.t I fed in dl':llbg v.ith others.
I live ln terms or my W:J.'.1ts, likes, dislikes .md values.
There are times when just being silent is the best V.:ly I
can express my feelings,
I feel free to be an~ry at t!iosc t love.
My basic responsibility is to be :iw:J.re of my own neccls.
I can feel right with•)Ut :it ways h·i.ving to pkase others.
It Is not neccs.sary for rne to :wold sorro11.
I frcl free to express both warm and hostile feclin~s to
my friends.
There are many times when it is more important to express feelings than to c::ire!ully ev:iluate the situation.

91,
95.
101.
.
117.
131,

!cclin~s.

I fl:cl frec to show both friendly and unfriendly feelings

'J(i.

stntng:cr~.

People Bhould express honestly k1t an;;cr.
I am able to express my feelings even when they somethnC's result in undt•sirablc conscqut'nC'cs.
I do not kel a:;hamcd of my emotions,
I h:1xe had mysterious or ecst'1tic experiences.
I can express affection regardless of whether it is rettnncJ.
I am not afrald to be tender.
Sometimes I feel so angry I want to destroy or hurt
othC'rs.

Spontaneity (S)
I am not absolutely bound by the prlnc~ple of fairness.
I often make my decisions spo1~taneously.
I tn.ir.t the decisions I m:tkc S[)l)iitancously.
I can "stick my neck out" in my n:·latiolls with othc::-s.
I need not justify my actions in th<.:' pursui~ o! n1y own
ir.tcrests.
52.
I frel free to 1,,c angry at thos'.! I Jove.
54.
Expressinz n1ysclf ls most rniportant.
62.
1'hC'rC arc tn.:rny limes whcil it lS n.ore import~mt to express !eclin;:;s than to carefully evaluate the situation.
68.
I feet free Lo be myself .'.Intl bear the conscqucn-.=cs.
74. I don't mi11ll 1a~1g,l.Jn1! at a dirty jo!;e.
81. 1'wo pC'oplC' CJ.Tl get along be.;;t If e:>ch person feels free
to c;iqH·ess himself.
84. I do not acli\'cl}' ;ittcmpt to <woi<l emb:ura.:..stnent.
85.
I do not hbrne n1y p.'.lr~'nt>; (or my troubles.
BG. I can be silly whl'n I feel ll!;c it,
101. I can express aikctfoti rC'g:ardless of whether It is returned.
123. I am alJ!e to risk Lein~ myself,
137. &inc- myself Is helpful to others.
138 I have h.'.ld moments of 1111.cnsc h:1:-µ.·oess wht.'ll I felt W,;•.!
I was experiencing a kind of ecsta::;.i' or bliss.

1.
6.
27.
35.
41.

0

Sclf-Rcg::ird (Sr)
1.

16.
31.
32.
38.
39.
40.
48.
60.
68.
78.
118.
121.
128.
132.
149.

I am not afraid to be myself.
I am not entb;"trr.'.lsscd by comrl!mcnts.
It is po~.slblc to lh·e life in term.<; of what I want to do.
I can cope with the ups and downs of life.
I li\'e in terms of my w.i.nts, lii\cs, dislikes and values,
I trust my ability to Si7C up a situ:i~io:1.
I believe I have an lnn:i.tc capacity to cope with life.
I do not !eel It necessary to dcfi;;nd my p;ist action:o.
It is notncCQSsary Car others to accept my point of view.
I feel Cree to be myself and bear the cor:sequences.
Sell-interest is na.tur~l.
I am assertive ar.d affirming.
It ls a good ide1 to think aboUt your greatest potential.
I am selI-sufficient.
I feel ccrt:iin and secure inm)'relationships with others.
I can feel comfortable with less than a pcrft:~ct performance.

Self-Aceeptanc-c (Sa)

3.
5.
12.
14~

I do r.ot always tell the truth,
I do not feel th~lt I must strive for perfection in everything that I underb.kc.
I don't feel guilty when I am seHish.
I have a lot ofn.'.ltural llmit:ttlonse\·en though I believe in
myself.

.. ,
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.Acccptaucc of Act::1Tss ion (A) (continued}
22.
2.J.
26.
28..

I accqA rny \\"t.:::t!:w~sscs.
Somdimcs I <illl crosr, whcn I am nol feeling- well.
I am not :tfr:iid of making mlsbkt.!b.
My feding>":l of self-worth do not depend on hu·~· :;.·/~:-;I

accomplish.
29..
37.

I don't kar f.:i.ilurc.
I find that I h~ncrcjcctcdmany of the moral valu(;=< I

·;::";..B

taubht.

41.

I uccJ not justify my actions in the pursuit of
tnterN.t;-;.

SG.
61,
63.
70.
73.
76,

r:1j' r.,-.;n

42.
48.
50.
63.
CS.
6(i,
70.
71.
72.
17.
87.
107.

I nm Mt J.,othel'cd by fr:i.rs of bcini inacbquatC',
I do not frcl it necessary to defend my past acli'JL~.
Critkism doc .., not thrN1lcn my self-cslccrn.
I wekomc criticbm ;:is an oppo1·tunity for growtli.
I gossip a little at times.
I frl'l frt.:(· to reveal my \\Cnkncsscs amo1,~ frkr,r~5.
I do not hC':oit:itcto shmv my\n'a!m•:sscs rimong ~ti,..:,z•;r5.
J will continue to grnw lJLst by bcinz: myself.
J accqJt inconsi~;tcncics withiu myself.
I tr) to b~ sincere Lut J son1ctirnu:. hil.
Pco~,lc nf'cd not al·xo.ys repent thf'ir wroi.g-doin;;s.
When I r~ally loYC my:•clf, thcrt.' will htill be· tl.r..1'J; who
won't love me,
l2S. Jam not sdf-sufficknt.
13·1. I ca:1 acct· pt my mift:\kc·s.
l&O. I car:totovercomccvcryobc;taclc C\·en if I believe I:i ruy11elf.
Na:ul'c of ~11.n (:\c)

36.

1 belit'\"C. tl1e pllr:-;uit of sclf-htcre~t is not oppo:.cd to In-

4U.
43.
73.
78,
83,

I tx:lil'\C I iuvc a,1 imntc c .. ·,ncit:, to cur; with life.
11"",diP\·ctJ,·,~ 111an is cs.:.cn~i:.illy ~001: ::i.nd c.rn bc· tn.:~t£:<l.
?i-l:lll i.s ruturaPy coopl:r'1fh·c.
'
~elf- Interest is n::i.tural,
I H::c men a'."ld wo1~1c:-i who sho\·; m:i.sculinity as \\"':II as

92,
98.
115.
llr..
119.
t·n
126.
139.
141.
147.

fetnln1!1:ty.
The truly spiritu.ll nun li-i sonw~i.11cs scn"'..lal.
I h:\\'~ 110 problem ln ~usi11::;- St..'.': :ud \,wt..·,
F.vit io: Uie n.sult of frt.'~tr.tlion in tt·)in~ to be i;ood,
A pcr~011 C.lll nl·\·cr char.6C his CE'~ _'nti:il n:1turc.
Womcri s!h•dd. be tru$tiP;; and yiddin:_;,
~Icr> s!-:oal<l he :J.E"SC1thc anrl :iffirn;in.~.
M<?n :::.nd women must be Loth yicldin~ .'.l.ncl .assertive.
PcoplP dv not h:1\ e an instinct for evil.
People nrc b.Jtil goo.J and evil.
Peop!c are b~slc:illy good.

79.
84.
89,
91.
93.

109,
115.

118.
122.
123,

130.
131.

othC'r~.

135. I find sumc pl'oplc who arc stupid aP.J wi:.ntcrt.•sti1ig,
146, I ean likc people \\ilhout havin;; to approve of them.
Capacity for Intim::tc Cot1tact (C)

t.

Syncr;.,ry (Sy)
36.

I bcliC'VC the pursuit of sell-interest is not oppost·d to
lnkrest in others,
80.
:For me, work ::i.nd pl:iy are the s:lmc.
89.
KinJ11ess and ruthh:ssncss need not be opposites.
92. The truly spiritual m~rn is somd1mes sensual.
98. I hrr•:e no prohlcm in fusinb sex and lO\·c,
137. fiei'\~ my">elf is helpful to others.
141. People .u·e hoth good and evil.
144. For m€·, p:i.st, pL·c.,,;ent and future ls in meanin~ful con-

33.

1 am not ab:-olutdy Uounrl by C1c prin<.:iple of !:times.:..
When a friend do.:::-; me a favor, I do cot f,·cl Umt I must
return it.
I do nut feel obli;:,:•ted when a str::i.ng:er docs me a favcr.
I can give wi!hout rc4ui•in,; the ot~H.'r pa5on to avrn:cinte \1h~t I give.
I feel free to not do \\h:>t 9thC'rs expl'Ct of ml·.
It is not always nc 1~es5; i·y that others approve· of \\hat I
do,
I believe in s:,yiiig \\hat I 'eel in dc::i.ling \\ith others,

36.

I bclicn'thcpursuit of s._lf interest is not opposed to in-

2.

8.
HI.
21,
25.

44,

45.
49.
52.
53.
54.
55,
57.
60.
61,
67.
70.
'16,

tinuity.

146. I can like people without having to approve of them.

81.

Acceptanl'e of A,;gres.::iion (A)

103.
lOG,
107.

13,
24.
33.

50.
52.

1 hn•l' OIJ objection to get~ing anf,rry.
Som<::timcs I am cross when I am not fedin;; well.
I believe in saying wh:lt I kcl in dl'.ding with others.
Criticism dol'S not threaten my 5elf-cstcem.
1 feel fl·ee to be 3.Jl'lt'Y at those I love.

I wiU risk a frkndship in order to say or do what I believe is l'ight.
1 feel frc~ to express both v.am1 and lux,tile fedings to
my frknds,
I wclcomC' criticism as an opportunity for growth.
1 do nothc:.sibtc toflhow my wcaknesse3 Ulllong: stran.;ers.
Man is nfltur~1lly ant 1:;onistic,
I fed free t0 show both friendly and unfriendly feelings
to stranger.:;,
A neutral J.>arty ca'U1ot measurer, happy relationship by
observation.
1 do not ~1ctivdy atlc111pt to avvid emL:irr:iss111cnt.
Kincincs::. anJ rut!1kssucl":s need not be opposites.
People should cxprl!Vi honc.stly felt anger,
1 am able to ex1Jl'csS my fee· lings evc11 when th~y sometimes result in unJcsir~11Jlc cons,qu<:n<:es,
A~ they arc, p,.:oplC' somdim<JS annoy me.
Evil !.s an i:tt:insic parl of hum;tn nature \yhich fights
good.
I am asscrtivt..' and affirming.
Men should L<• assertive and affirming,
I ar.1 abk to risk !ii::mg mysel.f.
So11Jctimc·.s I cheat a little.
Sometimes I feel so angry I want to d{'stroy or hurt

108.
117.
127.

terest in <>thers.
I do not alw::i.ys need to b·c by the ruk3 and stand:irds of
society.
I am not bound by my duties J.nd oblig:i.tions to others.
[do not like enryor:c I know.
I feel free to be ~;;ry at tho~c I love,
My basic.ro..spo!""'..::i 1Ji!ity is to be J.wa:e of my o\rn needs.
Expressing: mysc~f is must iF.1port.rnt.
I can feel right ''ithout "Jh1:.iys h:i.vmg to plc.'..lsc others.
I do not always fed bounrl to keep tl1e promises I rr-ake.
It is not necessary for oth·.!rs to accept my point of view.
I feel free to cx-prt'sS both wai·m and hostile fc1!lings to
my friends.
I need not alv.ays assume responsibility fvr other people's
feelings,
I do not hcsit:.itc to show my weaknesses among: str::ingers.
I feel free to show both friendly and unfriendly fcdin~s to
strangers.
Two people can !;\"ct along best If t:?ach person feels free to
e>..-prcss himself.
It is better to be yourseU,
I am loved bt'CJ.U.5•2 I am lovable.
When I really love myself. there v.:m still be those who
won't love me.
I can let other people control me.
I am not afr::i.id to be tcr:c.Jcr.
I like to participate actively in intense discussions.
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PERSONAL ORIENTATION INVENTORY
1. a. I am bound by the principle of fairness.
b. I am not absolutely bound by the principle of
fairness.

12. a. I feel guilty when I am selfish.
b. I don't feel guilty when I am selfish.
13. a. I have no objection to getting angry.

2. a. When a friend does me a favor, I feel that I
must return it.
b. When a friend does me a favor, I do not feel
that I must return it.
3. a. I feel I must always tell the truth.

b. Anger is something I try to avoid.
14. a. For me, anything is possible if I believe in
myself.
b. I have a lot of natural limitations even though
I believe in myself.

b. I do not always tell the truth.
15. a. I put others' interests before my own.
4. a. No matter how hard I try, my feelings are
often hurt.
•

b. I do not put others' interests before my own.

b. If I manage the situation right, I can avoid
being hurt.

16. a. I sometimes feel embarrassed by
compliments.

5. a. I feel that I must strive for perfection in
everything that I undertake.
b. I do not feel that I must strive for perfection
in everything that I undertake.
6. a. I often make my decisions spontanecusly.
b. I seldom make my decisions spontaneously.
7. a. I am afraid to be myself.
b. I am not afraid to be myself.
8. a. I feel obligated wJ:ien a stranger does me a
favor.
b. I do not feel obligated when a stranger does
me a favor.
9. a. I feel that I have a right to expect others to
do what I want of them.
b. I do not feel that I have a right to expect others
to do what I want of them.
10. a. I live by values which are in agreement with
others.
b. I live by values which arc primarily based on
my own feelings.
11. a. I am concerned with self-improvement at all
times.
b. I am not concerned with self-improvement at
all times.

b. I am not embarrassed by compliments.
17. a. I believe it is important to accept others as
they are.
b. I believe it is important to understand why
others are as they are.
18. a. lean put off until tomorrow what I ought to do
today.
b. I don't put off until tomorrow what I ought to
do today.
19. a. I can give without requiring the other person
to appreciate what I give.
b. I have a right to expect the other person to
appreciate what I give.
20. a. My moral values are dictated by society.
b. My moral values are self-determined.
21. a. I do what others expect of me.
b. I feel free to not do what others expect of me.
22. a. I accept my weaknesses.
b. I don't accept my weaknesses.
23. a. In order to grow emotionally, it is necessary
to know why l act as I do.
b. In order to grow emotionally, it is not necessary to know why I act as I do.
24. a. Sometimes I am cross when I am not feeling
well.
b. I am hardly ever cross.
GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE
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25. a. It is necessary that others approve of what I
do.

36. a. I believe the pursuit of self-interest is opposed to interest in others.

b. It is not always necessary that others approve
of what I do.

b. I believe the pursuit of self-interest is not
opposed to interest in others.

26. a. I am afraid of making mistakes.
b. I am not afraid of making mistakes.
27. a. I trust th@ decisions I make spontaneously.
b. I do not trust the decisions I make
spontaneously.
28. a. My feelings of self-worth depend on how much
I accomplish.
b. My feelings of self-worth do not depend on
how much I accomplish.

37. a. I find that I have rejected many of the moral
values I was taught.
b. I have not rejected any of the moral values I
was taught.
38. a. I live in terms of my wants, likes, dislikes
and values.
b. Idonot live in terms of my wants, likes, dislikes and values.
39. a. I trust my ability to size up a situation.
b. Idonottrust my ability to size up a situation.

29. a. I fear failure.
b. I don't fear failure.
30. a. My moral values are determined, for the
most part, by the thoughts, feelings and decisions of others.
b. My moral values arc not determined, for the
most part, by the thoughts, feelings and decisions of others.
31. a. It is possible to live life in terms of what I
want to do.
b. It is not possible to live life in terms of what
I want to do.
32. a. I can cope with the ups and downs of life.
b. I cannot cope with the ups and downs of life.
33. a. I believe in saying what I feel in dealing with
others.
b. I do not believe in saying what I feel in dealing with others.
34. a. Children should realize that they do not have
the same rights and privileges as adults.
b, It is not important to make an issue of rights
and privileges.
35. a. Ican"stickmy neck out" in my relations with
others.
b. I avoid "sticking my neck out" in my relations
with others,

40. a. I believe I hav<;> an innate capacity to cope
with life.
b. I do not believe I have an innate capacity to
cope with life.
41. a. I must justify my actions in the pursuit of my
own interests.
b. I need not justify my actions in the pursuit of
my own interests.
42. a. I am bothered by fears of being inadequate.
b. Iamnotbotheredbyfears of being inadequate.
43. a. !believe that man is essentially good and can
be trusted.
b. Ibelievethat man is essentially evil and cannot be trusted,
44. a. I live by the rules and standards of society,
b. I do not always need to live by the rules and
standards of society.
45. a. I am bound by my duties and obligations to
others.
b. I am not bound by my duties and obligations
to others.
46. a. Reasons are needed to justify my feelings.
b. Reasons are not needed to justify my feelings,
GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE
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4 7. a. There are times when just being silent is the
best way I can express my feelings.

59. a. I strive always to predict what will happen in
the future.

b. I find it difficult to express my feelings by
just being silent.

b. I do not feel it necessary always to predict
what will happen in the future.

48. a. I often feel it necessary to defend my past
actions.

60. a. It is important that others accept my point of
view.

b. I do not feel it necessary to defend my past
actions.

b. It is not necessary for others to accept my
point of view.

49. a. I like everyone I know.
b. I do not like everyone I know.
50. a. Criticism threatens my self-esteem.
b. Criticism does not threaten my self-esteem.
51. a. I believe that knowledge of what is right makes
people act right.
b. Idonot believe that knowledge of what is right
necessarily makes people act right.
52. a. I am afraid to be angry at those I love.
b. I feel free to be angry at those I love.
53. a. My basic responsibility is to be aware of my
own needs.
b. My basic responsibility is to be aware of
others' needs.
54. a. Impressing others is most important.
b. Expressing myself is most important.
55. a. To feel right, I need always to please others.
b. Icanfeelrightwithoutalways having,to please
others.
56. a. I will risk a friendship in order to say or do
what I believe is right.
b. I will not risk a friendship just to say or do
what is right.
57. a. I feel bound to keep the promises I make.
b. Idonotalwaysfeelboundto keep the promises
I make.
58. a. I must avoid sorrow at all costs.
b. It is not necessary for me to avoid sorrow.

61. a. I only feel free to express warm feelings to
my friends.
b. I feel free to express both warm and hostile
feelings to my friends.
62, a. There are many times when it is more important to express feelings than to carefully
evaluate the situation.
b. There are very few times when it is more important to express feelings than to carefully
evaluate the situation.
63. a. I welcome criticism as an opportunity for
growth.
b. I do not welcome criticism as an opportunity
for growth.
64. a. Appearances are all-important.
b. Appearances are not terribly important.
65. a. I hardly ever gossip.
b. I gossip a little at times.
66. a. I feel free to reveal my weaknesses among
friends.
b. I do not feel free to reveal my weaknesses
among friends.
67. a. I should always assume responsibility for
other people's feelings.
b. I need not always assume responsibility for
other people's feelings.
68, a. 1 feel free to be myself and bear the
consequences.
b. I do not feel free to be myself and bear the
consequences.
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69. a. I already know all I need to know about my
feelings.

81. a. Two people will get along best if each concentrates on pleasing the other.

b. As life goes on, I continue to know more and
more about my feelings.

b. Two people can get along best if each person
feels free to express himself,

70. a. I hesitate to show my weaknesses among
strangers.

82. a. I have feelings of resentment about things that
arc past.

b. I do not hesitate to show my weaknesses
among strangers.

b. I do not have feelings of resentment about
things that are past.

71. a. I will continue to grow only by setting my
sights ona high-level, socially approved goal.

83. a. I like only masculine men and feminine
women.

b. I will continue to grow best by being myself.

b. I like men and women who show masculinity
as well as femininity.

72. a. I accept inconsistencies within myself.
b. I cannot accept inconsistencies within myself.
73. a. Man is naturally cooperative.
b. Man is naturally antagonistic.
74. a. I don't mind laughing at a dirty joke.
b. I hardly ever laugh at a dirty joke.
75. a. Happiness is a by-product in human
relationships.
b. Happiness is an end in human relationships.
76. a. I only feel free to show friendly feelings to
strangers.
b. I feel free to show both friendly and u11friendly
feelings to strangers.
77. a. I try to be sincere but I sometimes fail.
b. I try to be sincere and I am sincere,
78. a. Self-interest is natural.
b. Self-interest is unnatural.
L

I
t

79. a. Aneutralpartycanmeasure a happy relationship by observation.
b. A neutral party cannot measure a happy relationship by observation.
80, a. For me, work and play are the same.
b. For me, work and play are opposites.

84. a. I actively attempt to avoid embarrassment
whenever I can,
b. I do not actively attempt to avoid
embarrassment.
85. a. I blame my parents for a lot of my troubles,
b. I do not blame my parents for my troubles.
86. a. Ifeel that a person should be silly only at the
right time and place.
b. I can be silly when I feel like it.
87, a. People should always repent their wrongdoings.
b. People need not always repent their wrongdoings.
88. a. I worry about the future.
b. I do not worry about the future.
89. a. Kindnessandruthlessness must be opposites.
b. Kindness and rut h 1es s n es s need not be
opposites.
90. a. I prefer to save good things for future use.
b, I prefer to use good things now,
91. a. People should always control their anger.
b, People should express honestly-felt anger.
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116. a. A person can completely change his essential
nature.

b. A person can never change his essential
nature.
117. a. I am afraid to be tender.
b. I am not afraid to be tender.
118. a. I am assertive and affirming.

b. I am not assertive and affirming.
119. a. Women should be trusting and yielding.

b. Women should not be trusting and yielding.
120. a. I see myself as others see me.

b. I do not see myself as others see me.
121. a. It is a good idea to think about your greatest
potential.

b. A person who thinks about his greatest potential gets conceited.
122. a. Me11 should be assertive and affirming.

b. Men should not be assertive and affirming.
123. a. I am able to risk being myself.

b. I am not able to risk being myself.
124. a. I feel the need to be doing something significant all of the time.

b. I do not feel the need to be doing something
significant all of the time.
125. a. I suffer from memories.

b. I do not suffer from memories.
126. a. Men and women must be both yielding and
assertive.

b. Men and women must not be both yielding and
assertive.
127. a. I like to participate actively in intense
discussions.

b. I do not like to participate actively in intense
discussions.

128. a. I am self-sufficient.

b. I am not self-sufficient.
129. a. I like to withdraw from others for extended
periods of time.

b. I do not like to withdraw from others for extended periods of time.
130. a. I always play fair.

b. Sometimes I cheat a little.
131. a. Sometimes I feel so angry I want to destroy
or hurt others.

b. I never feel so angry that I want to destroy or
hurt others.
132. a. I feel certain and secure in my relationships
with others.

b. I feel uncertain and insecure in my relationships with others.
133. a. I like to withdraw temporarily from others.

b. I do not like to withdraw temporarily from
others.
134. a. I can accept my mistakes.

b. I cannot accept my mistakes.
135. a. I find some people who are stupid and
uninteresting.

b. I never find any people who are stupid and
uninteresting.
136. a. I regret my past.

b. I do not regret my past.
137. a. Being myself is helpful to others.

b. Just being myself is not helpful to others.
138. a. I have had moments of intense happiness when
I felt like I was experiencing a kind of ecstasy
or bliss.

b. I have not had moments of intense happiness
when I felt like I was experiencing a kind of
bliss.
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139. a. People have an instinct for evil.
b. People do not have an instinct for evil.
140. a. For me, the future usually seems hopeful.
b. For me, the future often seems hopeless.
141. a. People are both good and evil.

146. a. I ean like people without having to approve
of them.
b. I cannot like people unless I also approve of
them.
147. a. People are basically good.
b. People are not basically good.

b. People are not both good and evil.
142. a. My past is a stepping stone for the future.
b. My past is a handicap to my future.

148. a. Honesty is always the best policy.
b. There are times when honesty is not the best
policy.

143. a. "Killing time" is a problem for me.
b. "Killing time" is not a problem for me.
144. a. For me, past, present and future is in meaningful continuity.
b. For me, the present is an island, unrelated
to the past and future.
145. a. My hope for the future depends on having
friends.
b. My hope for the future does not depend on
having friends.

149. a. I can feel comfortable with less than a perfect
performance.
b. I feel uncomfortable with anything less than a
perfect performance.
150. a. I can overcome any obstacles as long as I believe in myself.
b. I cannot overcome every obstacle even if I
believe in myself.
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PROFILE SHEET FOR THE PERSONAL ORIENTATION INVENTORY
NAME

DATE TESTED

AGE

T1 ·Tc (Time) Ratio:
Self-Actualizing Avernge: T1: Tc= 1: 8
Your Ratio. T1: Tc:::: 1:

EX

OCCUPATION

0 - I (Support} Ratio:
Self-Actualizing Average: 0: I= 1: 3
Your Ratio; 0:1=1:

VALUING
TIMF.
COMPETENT
Lives in the

present

S[Lf·
INNER·
DIRECTED
ACTllALIZING
Independent, VALUE
lfo':ls values
self·
supportive
cf self-

actualizing_

FEELING

rnsmm.

FEHING

ALITY
flexible in

R[ACTiVITY
Ser.s!t!ve ta

of values

own n~eds
and feelings

application

SELF-PERCEPTION

SPO.'HA·
SElf·RlGARO SELF·
r-!EITY Freely 1bsh1gh
ACCEPTl.NCE
self-worth
e.:<presses
Accepting of
feP.hr.gs
sei! in
behaviorally
spite of

weaknesses

people
SAV

Tc

Ex

Fr

Sr

So

~.2!•3.IAI liJ.el7l .$I 91101
EH?l::il 41 51 61 7 I s i 91101
SYNERGISTIC AWARENESS INTERPERSONAL SENSITIVITY

NATUR[ Of
MAN, cor1.
STRUCTIVE

SYNERGY
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ACCEPTANCE
OF
AGGRESSION

Sees man as as meaning- Accepts
fully rel2ted feelings of
essentially
.:inger or
good
aggression
Ne

Sy

A
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FC~

INTIMATE
CON I ACT
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80
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ADULT NORMS

_:25
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70

25
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-25
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-15
-15
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-20

.

-20
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f

0
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-100
-20
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,,c
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-8

.
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-20

-90
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50
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£
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-15

-15

-10
-10

40

-15

-75

-15
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-6
-10

-70

-15
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-10
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-10

-5

30
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10

30
-10

-5
-10
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-5
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TIME
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Lives in the
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future
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I
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Ri?,id in
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values of
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others' views

OTHER
DIRECTED

I

Fearfulnf
e:c:pressing
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behaviorally

Has low
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accept self
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opposites of
evil
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antagonistic
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Your profile 0·1 th·· l't·rsrnal Ori,· ila. iu11 .'ni;1·11to;y ( ''Ol.1 sJ.uws tlw de;;rec· to whkh your atti'.udcs
and values compr re ·vith thc~e of f ·lf- .ct> ali; ing pe .. ple ,\ sclf-adualizing J.Prf"m i3 one who is
more fully ftmetirn1inc; and wh" lives ,, rn •re ,~nr:d1e.! Ii "c L) .. m c!ocs the :1vcrag.: pc ··soii. Such a person
is developing and utilizil:g hi3 uniqu·: ta'.t•nt,; to the fu!J(~st nxt.cnt. It is g,mc1 ally agreed th;>.t a selfactualizing person might he .. eer. as ~he ·lcs:red re,:ttlt of th:; pi·occss ofc•>tm;;f'lfrJ 01· psychotherapy.
The interpretation of your scores falls into two general categories, the ratio scores and the profile
scores. If your ratio scures are close to the scores that self-actualizing persons make, you may
consider your values and attitudes, as measured by the POI, to be similar to these people. Your
profile scores will further help you to compare yourself with self-actualizing people.

Interpretation of the T, • Tc Ratio

RATIO SCORES

In order to understand the Time Incompentent - Time Competent (Tr - Tc) ratio, it is of help to
consider time in its three basic components -- Past, Present, and Future.
The TI (Time Incompetent) person is me who lives primarily in the Past, with guilts, regrets,
and resentments, and/or in the future , with idealized goals, plans, expectations, predictions, and
fears.
·
In contrast to the Tr person, the Tc (Time Competc11t) person lives primarily in the Present
with full awareness, contact, and full feding reactivity. Because it is known that the self-actualizing
person is not perfect, he is underftood to be partly Tr and partly Tc. His TI -Tc ratio is, on the
average, 1to8. His ratio shows that lte therefore lives primarily in the Present and only secondarily
in the Past or Future.
If your score is significantly lowPr than 1 to 8, for example 1 to3, this suggests that you are more
time incompetent than th<.: self-aetualizing person. If your score is above 1 to 8, for example 1lo10,
this suggests that you are exeessivcly time competent and this may pcrr.aps reflect a neCJd to appear
more self-actuali;wd than you really are.
Interpretation of the 0 . I Ratio

In order to understand your score on the Support ( Oth2r - Inner) ratio, one should first understand
that the self-actualizing person is both "other-directed" in that he is dependent upon and support(•d by
other persons' views, and he is also "inner-directed" in that he is independent and self-supportive.
The degree to which he is each of tlwse can be expressed in a ratio. The 0 - I ratio of a selfactualizing person is, on the average, 1 to 3, which means that he depends primarily on his own
feelings and secondarily on the feelings of others in his life decisions.
If your score is significantly higher than 1 to 3, that is 1 to4 or above, it maybe that this indicates
an exaggerated independence and reflects a need to appear "too self-actualized" in responding to the
POI. On the other hand, if your score is lower than 1 to 3, for example 1 to 1, it would suggest that
you are in the dilemma of finding it difficult to trust either your own or others' feelings in making
important decisions.
PROFILE SCORES

On the Profile Sheet, short descriptions of each of the sub-scales are shown which describe high
and low scores. In general, scores above the average on these scales, that is, above the mid-line
shown by a standard score of 50, but below a standard score of 60 are considered to be most characteristic of self-actualizing adults. The closer your scores are to this range, the more similar are
your responses to the POI responses given by self-actualizing people. The further below the score
50 your scores are, the more they represent areas in which your responses are not like thooe of selfactualizinr.; people. If most of your scores on the profile are eonsiderably above 60, you may be
presenting a picture of yourself which is "loo" healthy or which overemphasizes y<rnr freedom and
self-actualization. Your cot,nselor can discuss the psychological rationale of each scale in greater
detail with you.
The ratings from this inventory should not he viewed as fixed or conclusive. Instead they should
be viewed as merely sug;gestive ar.d to be eo11sidl'red in the liglit of all other information. The
l'crsouol Orie11tat iu11 lllcc11to1y is idended to stimulate thought and discussion of your particular
attitudl's and values. Your rrofile will provid<' a starting point for further consideration of how you
can achieve greater personal development.
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